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Breaking

Bridgewater College
Bridgewater, VA 22812

The 1995 school
year has been one
of changes from
the very start ,
One oft ·"'·
thin ,
to B
Col
guraits new
ident, Phillip
Stone. Because
of his vision for
BC, we have a
President that
takes time to eat
with the students,
go to the games
and activities, and
just be there
whenever we
have a problem.
When we came
back to start fall
term, we were
surprised to find
that the visitation
policy, among other things, had
been expanded to
allow visitation
every day of the
week. Another big

, pus,
to install
heating pipes.
We were also able
to witness the new
science building
take shape.
This year thin
that were "Bre
ing New Grau
surrounde
every tim
turned aro
the chan
occurred
have
Bridge

'·
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.
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we
make
year of 1995 one
built on solid
ground.

Joey Stanley and Jim Klawon
brought down the house
with the "Who's on first"
skit at one of the talent
shows.

-
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Hunter rode on one of the
Dawn.
oats m the Parade.

t'ne and her
eft) Chri~ty Va:~ t~rne togethTerri enJOY so
arents' Day.

In

gatering of 350,000 people in
the same muddy packed tradition of the first Woodstock
made this one as big as the
first.
There were also some
very important people who
passed away this past year.
Jessica Tandy died at 85,
and she may be mo-st remembe red for her Oscar
winning performance in
"Driving Mrs. Daisy." Comedian John Candy alS'o
passed away and he will always be remembered for his
many performances in
many movies. Jakie 0.
known for bringing a touch
of class into the White
House with her husband
President John F. Kennedy,
died at 64 of Cancer.

The events
throughout the CC)
the world were :
than ever. Al
gh
seemingly most important
news delt with people who
we hold as heros. Several
different highlights of the
year that we will always remember come from an sorts
of celeberties from O.J. to
Newt.
Everyone will rememb
the O.J. Simpson trials as the
sports hero was charged
with killing his wife and another man outside of her
house. For the first time in
many years Republicans
took control over the House
and Senate. The King of Pop
Michael Jackson married
The King's daughter, Lisa
Marie Presley. While most
people did not take them se-

George Foreman wins the title
again.

8 Student Life

John Candy

9

During the first we of October, Bri
College provided
tunity for pare
time with their sons and
daughters. Activities included a range of events
from athletic meets to theatrical and musical performances. Parents began to
roll in on Friday, but a bulk
of the parents arrived Sat
urday morning to begin a
eventful day. The day commenced with registration in
Nininger Hall followed by
meetings between the professors and parents. The day
proceeded with a welcoming program which included
performances by the chai

Aggie Shipley and the stage band
added a little variety to lunch by
performing tunes from "Beauty and
the Beast"

The soccer team proudly displayed
their kicking ability for their parents.

, and
eluding
ent, Dr.
ents had the

smiles on the parents' and
students' faces alike. We
would like to thank all the
people who helped make
this event possible.

ner
t and
. The play
layers per"The Dining
rents weekend
successful. This
through the
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What

One of the importari .
of student life i
the residence h
plac~ to
are more than j
live. Many students' greatest memories are made
here, from late-night studying, to parties with friends,
to getting a call from that
special someone. For many,
hallmates are like a family
away from home. Friend
ships that last a lifetime ar
formed.
Studying is far from being
the most exciting event, but
it is necessary. Procrastination is a student's worst en-

Live!

nor as
a group of
ave a party
ovies. This is

Ron Bartman calls members in his
Business Policy group to plan a
meeting in his room.

the part of dorm life many
live for and never forget.
Along with making new
friends, students also keep
in touch with relatives and
friends at home in the residence halls. From writing
letters to just telephoning
someone special, students
remember all the people
back home that love them
and look forward to seeing
them.
Living in a residence hall
is truly a life-changing time.
Every person should experience dorm living sometime in their life.

Dillon Third Middle bonds at a
Christmas party. They were surprised to find out who was their
secret Santa.

--
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A meeting place for Bridgewater
alumni, the football game is a great
place for everyone to get together.

Ono

What do Dinos,.
Drums and Drea ·
common? They ,:
special part i
r
Homecoming week. On
Monday the dinosaurs let
out a roar of excitement as
the movie "Jurassic Park"
officially started the Homecoming festivities, which
was shortly followed by the
·announcement of th
Homecoming court. Co
gratulations Kim, Valerie,
Jill, Ashley, and Aggie! On
Wednesday a mixture of tal-

14 Student Life

At the Homecoming dance students
like Adam Butler and Lynette
Ginder dance the night away.

e as
student
r abilities
Show called

urf

day, the day many waited
for, started on a happening
beat as the Homecomong parade "Marching to the Beat
of a Different Drum" started
off the day's festivities. Later that day, many enjoyed
the football game and coronation ceremony during
halftime. That evening the
students danced into the
night at "One Enchanted
Evening" the Homecoming
dance where all could celebrate and top off a busy
week.

On the week of 0

14, 1994, Phillip'

was inaugurated
water Colleg
eventh ·
President. The Presidential
Inauguration started as
11 :00 on Friday morning.
The inauguration was preceded by a week-long
schedule of activities. Some
of these activities included a
student forum under th
tent, having a group pf gue
speakers, and finally the inauguration itself.
Despite the rainy weather, the inauguration went

At the Inaugural Ball several people enjoyed the mix of dance music.

16 Student Life
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concert
s a part of
peakers inW. Wallace

Dr. Stone makes several commitments to making Bridgewater College a better place.

However, all he needed was
some encouragemant and
motivation.
After the inaugurational
service was over, despite
the fact that it was cold and
drizzling, people still took
time to speak to one another
about the day's events and
to eat lunch with one another in either the dining
hall or the gym. And thanks
to the new President for
cancelling classes for tha"'
rest of the day!

17

Emily"-Shonk and Rachelle Shenl<
'sign up for i±ifteren~ clubs during
activities night
rA.llen yang joins fellow eghangE1
~tudents and local students in the

BCIC.

[ oga Mcintosh is lost ;;i.gain as Ryan!
iShapiro tells another one of his sto, ies.
·

Discussing the techniques of country line dancing, Jodi Sites and
Leah Keen show off their style.

The years of planniµ
preparation leadin
moment seemed n
more than am
lifetime. As the amily van
drove past the big sign that read
Bridgewater College and into
the dorm parking lot, thoughts
were replaced by feelings of
both excitement and anxiety.
"Will I Like it here? Will I meet
many new friends? Will I be the
only student on campus th
doesn't get mail?" Thankfull
those feelings and questions
were quickly suppressed with
-the smiling faces waiting to
greet the class of 1998 on the
first day of orientation on Friday, August 26th. Friday afternoon began the four days of
non-stop meetings and activites
that were planned to familiarize the freshmen with the campus community and with each
other.
To help ease the "first day"
anxieties, the freshman class
was split into small groups with
older student "counselors .; ,
The counseling groups met
throughout the four days of ori-

ial activities
reviews by the
e of the activites
ere the New Stuon Saturday night,
at President Stone's
Sunday evening, the
n Variety Show also on
evening, and the Video
arty held on Monday
hese events gave everyone a chance to sit back and
refax after the .days of placement tesJs and informational
meetings.
After orientation

Hilary Micha, Madea McGuire, and
Phil Biles talk at a group meeting.

weekend there were many
sighs and glad thoughts about
the busy weekend. The weekend combined informational
meetings, social events , and
plenty of activities to allow all
the students to adjust to the
new setting and realize the ~t
mosphere of a communityminded Bridgewater College.
After only four days on campus
new extended families were already being created. The only
question still remaining at the
end· of orientation was "Will I
be the only student on campus
who doesn't get mail?"
by Stacie Hutchens
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Deadlines an
ments prevail in
ten-page paper,
many computer simulations
for business classes, and a
major test somehow manage
to coincide on the same day.
In addition, there's an intramural championship game
and mandatory lecture that
require your attendance.
Oh, and we can't forget th
yearbook deadline! Does
this qualify you as a stress
expert?
Stress levels always run
high on campus. These are
just a few of the stresses that

to stay out past two a.m.
without engaging in a
screaming contest. So much
for a vacation!
· So you happily return to
the stress of studies, rejoicing in the fact that at least
you get some freedom. Perhaps you should face the
fact that the only way to get
rid of stress is death. If you
ever find the time, sign up
for a stress management
class. But what is time?
me way you
errands, do
are not allowed

Karen Monger

Pre-show stress...The Pinion Players experience anxiety and stress
before opening night.

"Stress, what stress?" Tracy Lane
ponders this question while scrambling to complete a terin paper.

--
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WHEEEEEE! Tara Engel makes use
of the facilities available at Wildwood Park.

While re-readin.
psych text for
time, a familiar
into your hea
imme a ·
break, gimme a break, break
me off a piece of that KITKAT BAR!" Taking this as
an omen, you slam the book
shut and quickly leave the
solitude of the library before
you get kicked out or lose
any more sanity. ·(Beside
common sense is becomin
limited in those few remaining brain cells.) So now
what do you do for entertainment?
Just getting out of your
room and visiting a friend is
a common form of entertainment. It's not only free
of expenses, but also a good
way to have fun and relax.
Of course, dragging your
friend with you to other

22 Student Life
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HIT ME WITH YOUR BEST SHOT ...
Joey Stanley and Karen Clark brace
themselves as students seek revenge
for a dollar in order to raise funds for
needy families.

reminder
s always enawaiting in

g.
1 not only proces to shop, but
arcade, movie thed the food court

(which is an excellent place
to eat, relax, and watch the
people pass). These are just
a few of the highlights.
There's also the Bull Pen for
those miniature golf fanatics
or those who like to show
off in the batting cage.
So when a case of boredom hits you, don't lose
your mind trying to understand the concept of the
Kreb's cycle. Just take a little time to unwind, perhaps
pondering the question in a
more relaxing atmosphere.
Who knows? You could find
a great inspiration which
could win YOU a place in
the text.
Jennie Warehime and Karen Monger

The Pinion Players provided an op-:
portunity ·. for st_udents to enjoy
their various performances, such as
"The Miracle Worker." ,
Aurora Brown and Amy Rafalsk~
provide ·entertainment for the stuJ
· dents during an ·.evening of Jell-0
wrestling.
UNO! This popular card ga:rp.J
ranks high among students such as
Beth Biller.

ank?
per." Tim Moxley enjoys
working in admissions because he thinks Judy
Coffman is a great boss.
Work-study is a wonderful way to add to that
'college/work experience."
at would this campus be
ithout the many students
willing to pitch in with their <.:..<'
time and effort to make Bridgewater a better place?

The work-s
program is very popular here
at Bridgewater College.
No matter where one
goes, students can be
seen slaving away at various jobs. This is one way
financial aid helps students to fund their education and earn some extra cash.
The wide range of jobs

Marc Leslie in the mail room makes
sure everything goes in its right
place. He only knows everybody's
box number! Ask him.

.,..24
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Working outside collecting leaves,
David Mathias uses an electric
blower for a little help.

Jessica Wilke works in tlie Eagle's
Nest.'

Elizabeth Perkins (Red) spends a
beautiful afternoon pulling weeds,
':While working on the maintenerice
~staff.

Calling people dur~ing the
PhonathQn, people in tffe admis~
sions office cliat with some of the
graduates of Bridgewater College.

25
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Pat Kelly and Christy Van
Horn were elected Prince
and Princess. Dale Foster
along with Heather
Haldeman received the honor of King and Queen of May
Fest.

Barbara Eye really gets into
her singing at the Wild Video
Dance Party.

David Buracker and Hilary
Micha hold tight while dancing at May Fest formal
dance.
Trying' to see who can get to
the velcro tube first, Brian
Famous and Stephanie Gardner try to run as fast as they .
can on the bungee run.

--
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Elizabeth Stone takes a deep breath
as she is strapped in, becoming a
human bowling ball.

Two of the freshmen representatives, Ross Levesque and Amy
Dreibelbis, take part in the coronation ceremony.

Mag Fest

The approach of J:?xams Cole -Hall stage, the,, Snack
caused dread withJn the stu- . · Shop served as the new lodent body, but lhe .CCPC cation for the Variety Show.
was gearing up ~qr May Day · As student after student
festivities to get everybody performed their musical talinto spring fever. Program ent~, Joey ' Stanley enterCouncil members could be tained the crowd with
seen frantically tying up unique stories. Student
loose ends for this memo- Body President- E~~gt JJ!Il
rable week.
Kla~o11 . kept his campaign· ,
May Fest week began on . promise by performing h,is
Saturday, April 22, with the:' original .song; ''J o~,n,3/the ,
;.:> ·
May Day Formal Dance. As qicker Lady."
the evening hours ap- . Finally, the big 'day arproached, students spent rived as student~ ; got ready
some extra time in front of for another exciting Saturthe mirror. Finally, couples day. As 'games )and attracentered the Boitnott Room tions were set up, the stuin their best evening attire. dents ··waited to try their
The night passed as s~u- han~ at sumo wrestling,
dents danced to their favor- bungee runs, velcro obstacle
ite songs and socialized with courses,, and human bowling. A ,s the evening apfriends.
The next day in this hec- ,;p roached, students made
tic week was Wednesday. 'their way toward the pig
Instead of gathering near the roast. This was followed by

the Video Dance Party,
located on the mall.
Finally, the big moment
approached as the May
Day court was introduced. After the court
shared a special dance,,
the students mingled and
enjoyed the last of the
May Day festivities.
Fin a 11 y the dance
ended, and the Program
Council was left to clean
up the last reminders of a
successful May Day. At
least they were finally
able to get a little rest before exams began!
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After getting to their seats, a
few seniors gave a big wave
to their families.
The Senior Class President
Pat Kelly honored President
Stone by giving him a special
Man of the Year Award.

Sitting down and waiting for
the procession to start, Dan
Ervin, Mike Faus, and Val
Frech take a break from
standing in line.

Kevin Hazlett gives his
mother a big hug for the support that she has given him.

Say(og -(lOoilbye

With their college _,career and, Martin Luther King, Jr.
coming to an end';"fhe gra~:>· ·'The most moving..faoment
uating class of 1995 was glad of the speech came when he
to see May 7th:\ ~~- wa's their · charged the se~ior class to
final day here at BC and it become gre~t leaders themwas one that they could look selv.es.
upon as a great accomplishAfter .the program was
ment. The weather was ab- over there was a lot of hugsolutely perfect, with the ging a~d goodbyes outside
sun out and a cool breeze / the stadium~ , as Hi.e ··cla.s s \
blowing. Even though it was > took 'one last time..J o be to,.
not Mother's Day like usuak gether. )'Vith 'pfcturesr;j~eillg
families were still able to " t(lk~n ·left and right,.(fffoy.ds
come together for a recep- '·made an effort to..-. e~pture
tion where they could be in- the moment . th.a f had
traduced to President Stone. seemed would/~e~er hapDuring the commence- pen. It .w as an·· emotional
ment exercises President time foi all, t.Jut it was also a
Stone delivered a speech to time for tbe class to move
the seniors about three great on, spread· out, and conquer
leaders becoming great a l}~W ground.
through their own efforts
and dedication to society
and the country, and not for
themselves: George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, ,

Happy about finally getting her diploma, Holly Seay, who finished after Interterm, was glad to see
everyone again.

Friends ever since the days of the
student orientation groups, Tessie
Hutchison and Gary Williams are
closer than ever.

Student Life
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Breaking the Mold
BC's Bes{ talc.e q(!Jntrol of Academics.
.

.

..
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Peggy Wood and Susan Near don't
take time out from studying, not
even for a piece of pizza.

Krista Kerns takes a look over her
'notes in the KCC while waiting for
someone to eat lunch with.

lets us
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The alarm goes off at 9 ance. However, a positive Cole Hall as students and
AM on Thursday. You attitude may be the only the community came tomust riow make a dec'i- thing needed in order to .gether to witness the
sion at this early. hour: to sit back, relax, and enjoy magic of the group's mugo or not to go, to convo, the show. We've heard sic. Lyceums worked to 1 ,:
that is? One argument the tale of Kat!,e Malone further enrich and en'-'
may be that this is the through the KI Theater. hance the minds :c)f all
only day that your eight Poet Marjory Zoet Bank- who attended.
Students displayed
o'clock doesn't meet; af- son inspired us through
ter all you went to convo · pottery and poetry. Dino their tci.lents throughout
on Tuesday. So why not dude Bob Bakker told the the year. Whether it was
sleep a little later? Sleep tale of those . prehistoric quiz bowl, through cancan be a good thing, right? ~ritters. Meanwhile, we ~erts, or worship services,
· Sure. ..but so can convo.,/ heard Ur> Stone's plans their effort touched many

:~:r:a:~ep~:~o~::;~~ n·a~~w.m: o~~~::.·P. ed together ~*:t· 1·.:::~~;e::u1:;t~~~
:..
.·:·.
by such an array' of
:Lyceums tended to
groups?
draw a larg~t audience.
Many students com- The Chanticl~er concert
plain about convq atter1d- · brought a full hoµse to

·-

-
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.
tef'all,whowill ever forget~age band's congo
line?
Karen Monger

Renee Luers picks up a convo card from Karen Clark on
her way into Cole Hall.

Going ahead and filling out
her convo card, Tammy Russell gets ready for the guest
speaker.

The finals of the Quiz Bowl
were held on a Thursday
morning convpt:a:tion.

Bob Bakker, responsible for
finding over ten new species of
dinosaurs and main character of
Sega's "Jurassic Park," came to
speak at BC as a part of the
Harold H. Hersch Lectures.

Chaplin Robbie Miller lead several of the campus chapels.

33
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The Arc de Triumphe holds
the tomb of the French unknown soldier. It is a popular
sight to see in Paris.

All that went to Costa Rica
were able to experience several different types of tropical forests.

Sometimes the best education comes from interacting
with the natives of a country,
as the members of Dr.
Tembo's group learned.
The night before they left
Rome, the students each threw
three coins into the Trevi
fountain. The coins represented good health, a strong love,
and a return to Rome.

34 Academics
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Christine Carroll found the
ice cream in Rome, Italy,
very appetizing, as did the
rest of Prof. Kline's group.

If you were here dur- ture within the art." Jeff · enjoyable time during
ing interterm, the big Deavers like the others the. trip was seeing the burg, Munich, Paris, and
highlight of the term won't ever forget the mother and baby sea London. As a professor
Dr. Hopkins enjoyed
was all the snow. After three weeks because as turtles.
three hours of class a he replied "I ate more
Professor Kline took "the interaction with
day, a student really de- rice down there than I seven students to ·Ath- students" especially
sires to let out his en- have ~yer eaten."
ens, Rom~, : i;i.nd Florence seeing their reactions
ergy. For this reaspt1 · ···ii;h~ Costa .l{ica ti{p .t o study <B,rt.. Th~ best when they came across
there Were numei'c:nis ··· Wa:strulyan.adventure ..... reason ·to go\ on this' trip sights only before seen
snowball fights:late;:,•'a{ Dr. Swank taught this is, in Gary ' Williams' in pictures, like the Eifnight in between prpk tropical ecology class. opinion, ''to experience fel Tower an~ Big Ben.
ects and stµdying: ·
She took six students sights like the Acropo- "This also helps the stuBut while ·students and four adults from the lis, the Roman forums, dents realize they can
ere battling cold community. Brenna and Coliseum that can't tour Europfi on their
weather here, some Fawley told about her truly be experienced in own without having . to
were down in the sunny eating and lodging expe- pictures." Art major ride in a tour bus," he.
countries, Jamaica and riences. She said "We Becky Graham enjoyed remarked.
Interterm is a term
Costa Rica. The Jamaica had beans and rice three Athens the most and
trip was led by Dr. times a day." She ex- liked to "get an.up-close · everyone should experiTembo. The ten stu- plained how their lodg- and personal view of the ence in one way or another. If you don't get to
dents learned about all ing changed a lot. Some artistic forms."
Last of all, Dr. Hop- travel to another counaspects of Jamaican life. times they stayed at biSenior Georgia Cave re- ological stations or ho- kins and eight students try, there are still a lot of
marked that "Jamaica is tels, and even some toured many musical enjoyable classes here '
so closely tied with times they slept under sights in Europe. Their on campus. Those who
western Africa, you see mosquito nets. In Bren- it en er a r y in cl u de d go home miss out on a
a lot of the African cul- na's opinion the most Rome, Vienna, Salz- lot of memorable moments.
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Kelli Dircks paints a still life
in Beginning Painting class.
In Biology lab, Tammy Layne
identifies parts of the cell.
Kevin Brown paints in watercolor in Advanced Painting.

36 Academics

Rap. Barkman, Mike Heatwole, and Kerry Shifflett take a look
to ~ee how their Cincinnatti chili is coming along in Food and
CQ.ltllre lab.

After all the excitement is
over for J£tnnifer Knupp,
cleaning up and washing off
the slides is the last step in a
lab.
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After attending
classes where we
learned how different
thfogs are done and the
techniques used to do
them, labs were an important opportunity for
~AL u~s to see for ourselves,
firsthand. Several of
Bri'clge:water's depart·. ·ments ·~nd classses had
labs that were used to
rein:force clas,sroom
material. This was the
case with most ofthe
science cla~ses, where
experiments were

-

used to prove hypotheses and further
knowlege about ·how
things operate.
· In the art department in classes such as
drawing, painting, and
sculpture, students
used the first-hand approach to express
themselves through
their creations. Only
by creating can the students develop the
proper techniques
used to build ·9- masterpiece.

Listening labs in the
foreign language department were also
helpful so that the listener can hear the language with the correct
p'1'{1n uncia ti on and
coming from -someone
other than the professor.
All labs seemed to be
very beneficial for
learning. Ana in·some
labs, like Food and
Culture, how bad .can
eating be?
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It's the first warm day
since November and the
mall has spruri.g to life.
People are everywhere
tossing frisbees, playing
football, and socializing.
From your blanket under
one of the few trees surrounding the mall, your
attention drifts to the
massive building beside
Bowman where you
should be spending the
afternoon. Instead, you
flip to the next chapter in
your econ book and attempt to enjoy the
day...as you study?

Since a student's job revolves around studying,
mariy 'people have ~ome
up with creative ways to
accomplish this feat.
Spending day after day
and night after night in
the library or the dorm
room gets pretty dull.
Some people head for a
lounge where they can
interact . with others but
still have a·relatively quiet place to concentrate.
Another way to combat
that feeling of isolation
involves pairing up to
study. This also helps

everyone i-li~olved d.~e-tq
that goad pld proverb
''two heads .are' '' bette. r:,,~
than one."
Although the halls may
not quiet down until the
wee hours of the morning, this seemed the
prime time for brain activity for those nocturnal
night owls. As the morning came and classes began, the effort appeared
to be worthwhile a&<'you
ace that surprise English
quiz on last night's reading assignment.
Karen Monger

Probably a little zonked out
from too much studying,
Steven Jones takes a quick
snooze.

Georgia Cave said that the
only place she can get any
real studying done is at her
desk, with no distractions.

Angie Hicks and Leslie -)3oW7
man study together outside;
of Blue Ridge Hall.

Lance Kenney decided to get
his reading in outside in the
sun.
Taking up time in between
classes, Carrie Wolverton
reads some material for tommorrow's class.

Academics 39
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Passing by Memorial performed at convo on performs quite a bit.
Hall on any ·given af- December 8.
. They performed at a
ternoon, one may hear
The Concert Band convo on April 11.
music drifting through has performed several They also participated
the open windows. times as well. They in a performance on
Any number of choral performed for the pub- May 21 at Carnegie
or band groups can be lie on January 23.
Hall in which they perheard practicing for
The Oratorio Choir formed with othe:r ;/' ·
one of their many up- performed seasonal choirs.
. . (,.'_, ·(:.:
coming performances. · music on December at
Despite the.>;:V~a:fiety
These groups are not their winter concert on of the sizes pf/eachof ·
the group~,_ ,their peronly talented, but also December 4.
spend much time perThe concert choir formances ' drew· and
· fecting their music.
has had several oppor- inspired large crowds.
T he St age Band t'llnitie.~ t6 perform, in- J:he hard work of these
plays at the many Vis- . cludirl-g the many groups brought much
it a ti on Days h eJd weekeii9, . tours they success ,and satisfacthrougho~t the y~{ar. take throughout Spring · tion to their audiences.
They were also / the ,. Term. "
first music ·group that /' · The C\horale also

·-

-
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The Chorale entertained
BC's extended family at the
Parent's Day Program.
Dr. Hopkins instructs the
Concert Choir in the Church
of the Brethren on campus,
in preparation for a choir
tour.
The Stage band also performed on Parent's Day at
the 1uncheon.

Aaron Garber was one of the
student directors of the concert band.

After the Madrigal dinner,
the Chorale sang christmas
carols as the audience left.

--
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Becky Graham loses control on the Gyro but takes
care not to lose her lunch.

De,s pite the drifts cif snow,
some people .man'a ged; to
play a game or two of volleyball.
, · .·.
./:":.

.

·'

Coming ouffr9m lunch, several BC students were delighted to ' se:e all the activities on:the mall.

Lanai Jennings lunges forward to catch one of the special Snow Day frisbees.

Kevin Hazlett launches a
frisbee as Marc Leslie
ducks to avoid it.

They say April
showers bring May
flowers, but since
when does no snow
in winter bring a
Snow Day in April?
Since President
Stone promised the
Bridgewater College .
comilluni ty a sriow
day, a miracle oc;curred: Bridgewater
College had a s11ow .
dciy! .The: DJs a(the
tadfo stations in the
Bridgewater area
were nearly speech-

less in announcing
the fact. Yet, BC students showed up on
the mall that April
5th and celebrated a
day without classes.
Red frisbees crisscrossed the air be. tween peopl e - ~s
some set arid .
slammed ·volleyballs. Cole Hall became a nickelodeon
as Otto Pe bw6I'th
poured out organ
music to a wild and
wonderful Charlie

Chaplin film. Also
in
a
classic
"soundie," the Key:stone Cops defined :
or at least idealized
the mother of .all
slapstick routines \-
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Keith Stafford, Brad Hull, Steve
Thomas, Dave Ross, and Andrew
Deitz lean on one of the piles of dirt
created by the installation of the
new fiber-optic cables.
One of the most famous members
of the staff of food service is Joan
the clicker lady.

,@b\ziously not really happy with
l\er friend, Jill Crickenberger tries
. to give them a nice trip on spin
· ;,\•. cyCl~ \ ·
'•t.;'

-
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Class of

The year of 1995 has come
and so has the class it has
produced. What used to be
just a date, many years
away, has come to be. The
once frightened and obnoxious freshmen of 1991 have
matured into experienced
and eager career-seekers.
Most of us spent the first
few years of college trying to
"fit in" and learn the ropes
of college. What time we

1995

spent adjusting to a new environment will start all over
again upon graduation. This
new experience to come
will be much different because we are more secure
about our life and future
due to the academic and social life Bridgewater College
has produced for us as individuals.
The Class of
1995 is one of the most
unique classes, because of

its mixture of cultures, majars, sports, activities, and
all-around lifestyles. This
years's Senior Class has
seen two different presidents, many grades, convocations, and one of the Be_st
Floats (even if the judges
didn't feel the same way!)
l would like to close by
thanking those individuals
that took the time out of
their busy schedules to help

support and express class I
spirit, and a special thank
you to the Class of 1995 for
all the memories. I truly believe "Friends in college
will be your friends for life."
I wish all of you the best in
all your endeavors and hope
to see you at the first reunion. God bless and keep
you.
~··

C. Patrick Kelly
Senior Class President

Chris Jennings, Jeff Osborne, Brian Flory, Greg
Layton, James Armentrout,
Roy Faircloth, Mike Faus,
Kirk Moyers, and Lance
Kenney

46 Seniors

Pat Kelly and Stephanie
Gardner

Anita Hall and Lisa Miller

Chrissy Corder and Angie
Click

VVes and I have been
dating since 1993. The
funny thing about our relationship is that on our
first meeting I hated VVes!
But a year and a half later
we are best friends who
communicate with each

zn our own

Wrds

other implicitly. VVes is always
there for me with a supporting
hand, and I am always there
with a smile.
Ginger Lee
VVes Griffin and Ginger Lee

---

Seniors
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Cami Lynn Aleshevich
Computer Science & Math
Waynesboro, VA

Carolyn Kay Anderson
Spanish
Hummelstown, PA

Rebecca M. Arbaugh
English
Wardensville, WV

James Lewin Armentrout
History
Keezletown, VA

Michelle Lynn Bare
Business Administration
Broadway, VA

Ronald H. Barkman, Jr.
Business Administration
West Chester, PA

48 Aleshevich .._....._

Barkman

Kenneth L. Barnett
Biology
Rocky Mount, VA

Andrea M. Beery
Biology
Mount Crawford, VA

Laura Elaine Benke
Health & PE
Kennett Square, PA

Linda J. Benke
Health & PE
Kennett Square, PA

Marla Huffman Bennett
Physics & Math
Bridgewater, VA

Elizabeth Ann Biller
Biology
Dumfries, VA

Barnett -

Biller 49
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Joyce Cornelia Blevins
Business Administration
Basye, VA

Michael A. Bowers
Health & PE
Hagerstown, MD

Matthew Ray Brady
Music
Richmond, VA

Candace R. Brooks
Health Science
Ronceverte, WV

Jeffrey Wayne Brown
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Jonathan Neil Browning
Business Administration
Front Royal, VA

Browning

in our own

rds
Tessie Hutchison and Georgia Cave

Rebecca Ann Burdett
Sociology
Geneseo, NY

Lisa Michele Burfoot
Biology
Prince George, VA

We were obviously destined to be
friends ever since . our families sat
and waited across from each other
at the scholarship banquet before
we were freshmen. Now that we
have gone through four years of
classes, reports, and concerts (well,
maybe missed ones), we are not going to stop any time soon. Oh, and
obviously we can't forget that magical date of May 24, 1997, now can
we?
Gary Williams and Christy Valentine

Jerry Piner and Allison Cross met
each other during their freshmen year
and began dating spring term of their
sophomore year. Over the years they
developed a lasting friendship and a
strong relationship that will continue
for years to come, and in their future
plans is marriage.

Burdett -

Burfoot 51
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Megan Marie Byrd
Psychology
Mechanicsville, VA

Christopher J. Campbell
Business Administration
Woodbridge, VA

Sherry Lynn Carr
Psychology
Stuarts Draft, VA

James E. Carriker III
Psychology & Sociology
Virginia Beach, VA

Kara Lynn Carriker
Sociology
Waterford, OH

Christine E. Carroll
Business Administration
Aberdeen, MD

Carroll

Carolynn Jo Cassaday
Health & PE
Woodstown, NJ

Georgia Lee Cave
Sociology
Luray, VA

Lisa Michelle Cave
Psychology
Timberville, VA

Rene Lee Chamberlain
Psychology
Everett, PA

Jennifer L. Clay
History & Political Science
Lynchburg, VA

Angela Jean Click
Spanish
Woodstock, VA

zn our own

rds
Alison Yowell and Kristi Coffey
Janine L. Cobb
Psychology
Bridgewater, VA

Sean Polson and Christine Carroll
met through sports their sophomore
year. They became friends and began dating in October of 1992.
Through the years at BC, they have
become very close and plan to stay
that way long after graduation.

Megan Byrd and Jill Gordy

Kristi M. Coffey
Psychology
Fishersville, VA

54 Cobb - Coffey

Charles Anthony Cofield
Physics
Suffolk, VA

Lona Rae "Shelby" Combs
Psychology
Harrisonburg, VA

Charles Donald Cook
Political Science, Computer Science &
Math
Bald Knob, WV

Kenneth J. Corbin, Jr.
Political Science
Churchville, VA

Chrissy Lou Corder
Spanish
Mount Solon, VA

Christina Marie Corson
Biology
Dennisville, NJ
Cofield -

Corson 55

Kristi Dawn Craig
Psychology
Staunton, VA

Ruth Margaret Craig
Biology
Bassett, VA

Allison Shirley Cross
Biology
Leesburg, VA

Brian Keith Cubbage
Chemistry & Biology
Stanley, VA

James William Cubbage
History
Arlington, VA

Amanda Brooks Curry
Psychology
Waynesboro, VA

56 Craig - Curry
ow
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Hillary Elizabeth Damon
Health & PE
Larchmont, NY

Pamela Carol Damron
Business Administration & Economics
Midlothian, VA

Eric Christopher Davis
History
Waynesboro, VA

Michael Wesley Dayton
Business Administration
Walkersville, MD

Jeffrey Scott Deavers
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Kelli Ann Dircks
Home Economics
Roanoke, VA

Damon -

Dircks 57

Gail Elizabeth Donovan
Business Administration
Stanley, VA

Roy D. Faircloth
Business Administration
Fairfax, VA

Michael Henry Faus
History & Political Science
Manheim, PA

Douglas K. Fischer
Physics
Shenandoah, VA

Dale LeRoy Foster, Jr.
Business Administration & Economics
Salem, VA

Valerie E. French
History
Clearville, PA

58 Donovan - Frech

zn our own

rds
Shellie Simpkins, Alison Yowell,
Carolynn Cassaday, Amy Baker,
and Kristi Coffey

Gray W. Friedrich\ \~,
Biology
\ '
Fayetteville, WV

Aaron M. Garber
Music
Weyers Cave, VA

Candy Brooks and Tracy Halterman
met in Chemistry in the fall of 1991
and became friends right away.
Even though Tracy is a commuter
student, they have become best
friends by pulling all nighters or just
hanging out with other day students
in the Snack Shop. Candy says of
Tracy and herself, "We plan to always stay in touch. Tracy is a great
person. We are good friends. I have
no doubt that we will always remain close!"

James Armentrout and Georgia
Cave

Friedricks -

Garber

-·
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Victoria Sonnet "Tori" Garber
Psychology
Weyers Cave, VA

Stephanie Ann Gardner
Biology
Hagerstown, MD

David Franklin Gayhart
Biology
Staunton, VA

Kimberlee A. Gibson
Biology
Masontown, WV

Frances Ann Guess
Music
St. Marys, WV

Martin Gurria-Zendrera
History
Barcelona, Spain

-

60 Garber - Gurria-Zendrera

ow

Mark Anthony Hackney
Biology
Red House, WV

Andrea Noel Hagan
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Heather Ann Haldeman
Home Economics
Manheim, PA

Tracy Ann Halterman
Biology & Medical Technology
Broadway, VA

Debra Jane Hampton
Psychology
Pottstown, PA

Ursula N. Harpine
Psychology
Harrisonburg, VA

in our own

rds
Kimberlee Gibson and Jenny
Thornton

We met as strangers, and now, four
years and three rooms later, we are
leaving as friends. It would appear
to strangers that we have nothing in
common but those who know us
realize we are two peas in a pod! We
have had many memorable experiences and wouldn't trade our
years at Bridgewater for anything.
Tracy Lane and Stephanie Gardner

·-

62 Hartsook - Hazlett
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Wendy Littrell Hartsook
Psychology
Gordonsville, VA

Christy Valentine and Megan Byrd

Kevin Richard Hazlett
Business Administration & Economics
Staunton, VA

Jenifer Lynn Heatwole
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Michael L. Heatwole
Business Administration
Singers Glen, VA

Kristine Lee Hildebrand
Biology
Fayetteville, WV

Carol S. Hilliard
Psychology
Mount Solon, VA

Kristina M. Hoffman
Psychology
Berkeley Springs, WV

Myra J. Huffman
Business Administration
Stanley, VA

Heatwole -

--
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TaraL. Huffman
Home Economics
Weyers Cave, VA

Sara Theresa Hutchison
History
Cross Lanes, WV

Christopher Thomas Jennings
Philosphy & Religion
Staunton, VA

Charles Patrick Kelly
Biology
Long Valley, NJ

Lance Melton Kenney
English & International Studies
Bunker Hill, WV

Tracy A. Lane
History & Political Science
Fresno, OH

Lane

Gregory Scott Layton
English
Greenwood, DE

Ginger Rebecca Lee
Psychology
Harrisonburg, VA

Kathleen L. Long
Biology
Millsboro, DE

Steven Wayne Lowe
Physics
Woodsboro, MD

Richard Wayne Martin
Business Administration
Exton, PA

Robert Scott Mason
Business Administration
Maurertown, VA

Layton -

-

Mason

65
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Sallie F. McNett
English
Bridgewater, VA

Brenda Marie Miller
History
Stuarts Draft, VA

Lisa A. Miller
Business Administration
New Market, VA

Pamela Gail Miller
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Jacob G. Minter
Health & PE
Amherst, VA

Kevin L. Morris
Health & PE
Shenandoah, VA

Morris

zn our own

rds

Ronald Darrell Moss, Jr.
Biology
Suffolk, VA

Kirk Daniel Moyers
History & Political Science
Woodstock, VA

We started out together in our
church nursery and never dreamed
we'd be college roommates. We
have remained best friends and now
enjoy planning our weddings together and looking forward to settling down close by the Valley.
Katie Brown and Tara Myers
Marcia Rae Mundy
History
Buchanan, VA

Heather Haldeman, Valerie Frech,
and Myra Huffman

Moss -

--.......
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Tara Leigh Myers
Sociology
Rocky Mount, VA

Christie Leigh Osborne
Art
Daleville, VA

Nathan Walter Petit
Business Administration
Woodstock, VA

Jerry Douglas Piner
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Sean C. Polson
Biology
Orlando, FL

Chad E. Pullin
History & Political Science
Churchville, VA

68 Myers - Pullin
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Anita Christine Ritchie
Biology
Harrisonburg, VA

Jennifer Lynn Runion
Sociology
Edinburg, VA

Daniel Scott Rush
Biology
Logan, WV

Holly C. Seay
Business Administration
Burkeville, VA

Saurabh S. Seth
Business Administration
Bombay, India

Kerry Dawn Shifflett
Business Administration
Mcgaheysville, VA
Ritchie -

Shifflett

69

zn our own

rds
Michele Burfoot, Ken Barnett, and
Ruth Craig

Theresa Marie Showalter
Business Administration
Bridgewater, VA

Megan Byrd, Christy Valentine,
Rene Chamberlain, and Jill Gordy

Brenda Miller, Amanda Curry, and
Kerry Shifflett
Kinley Nelson Simmers
Health & PE
Broadway, VA

70 Showalter -

Simmers

Shellie Rae Simpkins
Biology
Dublin, VA

Michael Gene Stauffer
Mathematics
Johnstown, PA

John Kline Stone
Art
Linville, VA

Jenny Lee Thornton
Home Economics
Mechanicsburg, PA

Christy R. Valentine
Business Administration
Falling Waters, WV

Christine E. Van Horn
Sociology
Mifflinburg, PA

Simpkins -Van Horn 71
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Angela M. Vizachero
Psychology
Churchville, VA

Matthew Wayne Weaver
Art
Harrisonburg, VA

Milton Patrick Wells
Health & PE
Montpelier, VA

Gary Leonard Williams III
Business Administration
Richmond, VA

Melvin E. Williams
Political Science
Petersburg, WV

Aimee L. Wilson
Sociology
Orrville, OH

72 Vizachero ow
._..

Wilson

Scott D. Wingfield
Psychology
Waynesboro, VA

Jan P. Wolgamuth, Jr.
Business Administration & Economics
York, PA

Alison Lynn Yowell
French
Marshall, VA

Michele Burfoot, Stephanie Lohr, and
Ruth Craig

Janis A. Young
Philosophy & Religion
Bumpass, VA

Yowell 73
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Not Pictured
Thomas Brian Balser
Kevin Michael Botkin
Gregory L. Campbell Jr.
Donita Renae Crawford
Jeanette L. Cullum
Christopher S. Davis
Keith Edward Davis
Zandy Wilfrid DePriest
Aaron William Eberly
Julia Ann Emswiler
Daniel Robert Ervin
Gregory Edan Fleshman
Brant Patrick Gabriel
Wendy Littrell Hartsook
David R. Hutson
Debra Gaines Jones
Kristina R. Kuykendall
William Travis Long
Jane S. Mohr
Lori L. Mongold
Mark Duane Nicholas
Taryn Lynn Nida
Randy Aaron Ours
Michael Scott Painter
Kevin Scott Petit
Stephanie H. Reeves
Maari Ann Spencer
Charles D. Stowers, Jr.
Derek Gray Thompson
Tarie Ann Warner-McHone
Kelly Joseph Wheelbarger
Stephanie Renee Whitmer
Christopher S. Wooddy
Cybele Wu

·-
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Michele Bare and Pam
Miller

Holly Seay and Sherry Carr

Tori Garber and Tara L.
Huffman

James Carriker and Kara
Carriker

Friends throughout the four
years here at BC, all of us
met in our student orientation group, group 10. James
and I were not original
members but were picked
up by the rest, quick enough
to become members. Over
the years we have had many
excursions and stresses that
are created with life. We all
know just about everything
about each other, thanks to
late night trips to George
Washington National Forest

and that oh-so-fun game
"truth or dare." The years
we had together will be our
best memories of Bridewater.
Gary Williams
Tessie Hutchison, James
Armentrout, Georgia Cave,
Lance Kenney, Gary Williams, and Christy Valentine

-·
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Class of

We have made it to our
third year at Bridgewater
College and begun to leave
our impact as a fun yet determined class. When
speaking of the Junior Class,
the attribute that comes
most clearly to mind is service- orientation. Whether it
be ringing the bell for the

1996

Salvation Army, planning
parties for underprivileged
children, or assisting oncampus groups in all aspects, the Junior Class has
made a good time of helping
others. It is incredible that
such a diverse and active
class takes time out of its
crazy schedule to assist oth-

ers.
With servant's hearts and
I pray that as we continue the Lord's guidance and
our education we never lose grace, our remaining time at
sight of the importance _of Bridgewater College will
servanthood. I want to en- truly be a great adventure!
courage each student at
Bridgewater College to beKim Gifford
come actively involved in a
Junior Class President
service group; it will bless ·;,_,·
you and those you serve.

Kevin Brown and Jeff Adams, the
RD of Wright, stop along the sidewalk and talk for a while.

76 Juniors

Nikki Taylor and Bill Gorsuch are
two of the junior representatives in
the student senate.

Ryan Lewis goes to the library to
kick back and break open the
books.

Angie Anderson, after completion
of a term paper for one of her psych
courses, joyfully takes back the
books she got from the library.

James Klowan really got into being
a kid and having fun in Jell-0.

Juniors 77
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Anderson, Angela
Anderson, Temple
Atwood, Richard
Auville, Fonda
Baker, Amy

Beam, Elsie
Berkey, Jason
Biles, Philip
Braun, Dianna
Brown, Kevin

Burner, David
Burton, Donald
Caldwell, Christopher
Caraway' Leslie
Carr, Michele

Chandler, Mindy
Clark, Blair
Coffman, Jena
Coleman, David
Collins, Heidi

c'Onner, Holly
Corbitt, Cole
Cox, Jodi
.
Crickenberger, Jill

Courtland Rodamer
and Jason Conley work
together on a team
project for one of their
classes.

LogDn

The computer labs have undergone some changes as well
as everything else. The Apple
lab closed down and the Apples were brought to the IBM
lab, making only one combined lab. There was also the
addition of a few new IBMcompatible computers that are
superior by far to the ones already there.
Something else that has

changed about the . computer
lab is the hours. It is now open
J ntil 1:0.0 am at nights. Obviously, many have found this
beneficial; almost every computer is on-line at 12:00. This
two-hour extension has given
students more time to work on
and complete assignments and
pap~:r,s.-/

Froghead Wilson
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James Klawon and Kim Gibson, the two jesters for the
Madrigal Dinner, pose together, giving a hint of what
is to come at the performance.

1Madrigals

On the weekend of Decemher 10-13, seniors Georgia
Cave and . James Armentrout~
Queen and King of the Madrigal dinner, led the King's
Chorale and Royal Performers
in an evening of music, .drama;
and feasting for the Bridgewater Community. Madrigals is
produced each year by the
Campus Center Program
Council and involves students,
faculty, a Cl staff in the annual
celebratio\1.
The evening was filled with

80 Juniors
ow
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the traditional Madrigal
events: candlelighting, the
wassail toast, and the entrance
of the boar's head. Members of
Alpha Psi Omega provided entertainment that included
singing and short scenes from
classical theater. Perhaps the
highlight of each evening came
when the entire assemblage
joined in singing "The Twelve
Days of Christmas" complete
with body motions!
Emily Shonk

Crowder, Matthew
Dalmata, Lawrence
Davis, Andrew
Dovel, Tracy
Dungey, Martha

Earhart, Lisa
Eavers, Coy
Eberhard, Joan
Eble, Tracy
Edwards, Gregory

Estabrook, Kerry
Evick, Cindy
Eye, Barbara
Famous, Brian
Flory, Brian

Floyd, Tammy
Friedrichs, Marta
Fry, Melissa
Fulk, Misti
Funk, Detra

Gifford, Kimberly
Ginder, Lynette
Gooden, Erin
Graham, Rebecca

-
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Gregory, Vincent
Griffin, Jason
Griffin, Wes
Harlow, Kimberly
Holsinger, Travis

Hume, Brian
Hunter, Dawn
Ilieva, Iliana
Ingram, Sandra
Johnson, Sara

Jones, Suzanne
Kelton, Angela
Klein, Aaron
Knupp, Kristina
Landis, Amy

Magladry, Amy
Meyers, Stephen
Mills, Jeremy
Morris, Sasha
Moseley, Michele

Nichols, Jennifer
Osborne, Jeff
Oshima, Koyuki
Pampiglione, Floriane

·-
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The new multi-milliondollar state-of-the-art science building.

Breaking Though
In the past two school years,
the student body has watched
expectantly as the new science
building has slowly but surely
emerged into reality. First we
watched as the farm house and
barn crumbled into a mass of
lumber and stone that short afternoon last spring. Some were
fortunate to be up early on a
Saturday morning to see the
blueprints that showed in fine
detail what the new building
would be like. Late in the
spring, many of the college students tramped around in dirt
and broke ground for the new
building. Now, in 1995 we

watch as the wirey skeleton
of the new building begins to
take shape. Some were con-cerned about the disapperance of the volleyball court,
but just in time for weather to
get pold, it appeared in its
original splendor beside Dillon. As the new science
buildfo.g continues to grow
and ~inally look like a twentieth (twenty-first) century
building, we can eagerly
await its opening, projected
for next year.
Detr~

Funk
Juniors

--
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Adam Butler, Pat Kelly,
Melvin Williams, and James
Armentrout all know what it
feels like to get down and
dirty when it comes to playing in their food.

SliTne TiTne

'
~
It resembled something o$f
of "Double Dare." You know
. . . that crazy game show on
Nickolodeon that many of us
watched as kids. Who knows?
Some of us may still watch it.
In fact, a majority of the student bod ~ witnessed the
CCPC's version ... live!
,
Jell-0w 1estling gave the audience andl participants a new
perspective on Bill Cosby's famous desert. It sure changed
Melvin Williams's opinion:
"At first the Jell-0 was cold,
but once you started wrestling,
it was the \least of your con cerns. It didn't taste that great
~
either!"

.._____ __ --
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The evening held in store
many challenging matches .
Friends became foes in the
midst of the slime. Innocent
onlookers did not escape its
wrath; however, laughs echoed off the mall as Jell-0 took
flight.
How, you may ask, did the
CCPC discover this entertaining event? It appears to have
surfaced during a planning
meeting. As the date approached, boxes of the slimey
stuff were seen on campus. After the event, green Jell-0 has
become less popular in the cafeteria. Imagine that!
Karen Monger
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.
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W
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Weaver, Stephanie
Webster, Noreen
Wenger, Jami
Wilkerson, Bill
Williams, Melissa

Wiskeman, Heather
Wolverton, Carrie
Wood, Heather
Woolheater, Erica
Zimmerman, Cara

Darrel Baker
Catherine Brown
Anthony Bruce
William Carter
Vicki Champagne
Tung Cheung
Sarah Coffman
Jason Conley
Deron Crawford
Bethy Cruse
Thomas Darden
Christopher Davis
Kathleen Duff
David Fike
Jodi Frye
Shelley Garrison
Donald Gordon
Jill Gordy
William Gorsuch

Not Pictured
Douglas Gwaltney
Jordan Haire
Jill Hammersla
Shelley Harvey
Edward Hawkins
Ronald Hogsten
Jered Hoover
Jay Hutchens
Kerri Johnson
Patrick Johnston
Brian Jordan
James Klawon
Kevin Knott
Christopher Kump
Marc Leslie
Ryan Lewis
Stephanie Lohr
Charles Meek
Misti Morgan

Suzanne Nickel
Marsha Nowlin
Joseph Oyler
Andrew Rhodes
Stephanie Richards
Courtland Rodamer
Stacy Shiflet
Sarah Simmons
Elizabeth Stone
Carrie Strawderman
Dana Thompson
Daryl Weade
John White
Jessica Wilke
Penny Williams
Sherry Willis
Shannon Wilt
Heather Zimmerman

David Burner kills time in between
his classes by channel surfing on a
friend's TV.

Do you want to get funky? Detra
Funk waits in the basement of Cole
Hall for the play "The Dining
Room" to start.

·-
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Joey Stanley, Anne Warren, and Tom
Swider prepare for being attractions in the
Haunted House.

BOOt

Over the scalpels, psychos,
hatchets, and blood hover the
darkened screams of Bridgewater College students. The
Halloween spirit filled th air
with terror (sometimes laughter) as each victim was lured
into Heritage's maze and many
rooms of death or Blue Ridge's
mental-hospital of confusion.
Susan Turner remembers Blue
Ridge's haunted house as not
being "so much scary as it was
freaky." Her favorite aspect
was the operating room. Doug
"Ziggy" Gwaltney remembers
his favorite parts of Heritage's
haunted house, the ouija
board, and the maze. The best
way Heath Johnston can ex-

lain Blue Ridge's haunted
liouse is to say tfilat it was
"wild and running around
everwhere." He also thought it
was "pretty good." Kathy Long
said that the haunted houses
were "very creative, and detailed." She also thought that
Blue Ridge's haunted house
was "scarier"; however, her favorite .part carrie from Heritage's_,. .A:>perating room. Even
though the night was filled
with horror, goodness still prevailed. All the money Heritage
received in donations went to
charities.
Carolyn Johnson
1
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The Class of

1997
The Sophmore Class has
had a year to adjust to the
college life, and now, they
are in it with full force, .
They have got the hang of

things and are on the ball.
They are not waiting around
for things to happen, _but
make thing happen themselves.
,,.

Kim Dodrill hangs out in the
afternoon with some of her stud
councilees.
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Tara Engel reviews over a paper
before having to turn it in.

Homecoming Sophmore Class
ndent Ashley Bair.

Phil Biles and Mindy Chandler talk
with each other invetween classes.

---
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Abernethy, Holly
Atwell, Dan
Auker, Stacy

Baker, Aaron
Bair, Sara
Ball, Erin

Bazzle, Holly
Benson, Mary
Bernas, Stephanie

Bielski, Stacy
Booth, Chevie
Bowie, Melisa

Brown, Aurora
Brown, Michelle
Brunty, Michael

---
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Bryant, Christopher
Butler, Adam
Chapman, Graham

Childers, C. J.
Childress, Shannon
Craver, Stephen

Crews, January
Curry, Cherish
Daisy, Brandon

Wild.w ood

On a sunny spring afternoon
or a cool fall evening, BC students can sometimes be found
at one of the less frequented
hangouts in the town of
Bridgewater: Wildwood Park.
Wildwood is especially known
for its "bouncing" bridge (a
wonderful stress reliever) and
a human-made waterfall that
creates soothing background
music for a relaxing stroll.
Shelby Norton and a friend
brought ·turtles from a river
near home to Wildwood and
set them free in the North Riv-

er. Roberta Rinker loves
spending time at Wildwood because "its beautiful and peaceful," quite a change from the
hectic classrooms and meeting-filled days of college life.
Wildwood sets the scene for
these and many other college
memories. Club picnics take
place_.. .1 nider the pavilion roofs.
The~ shady trees host many
study sessions on Plato or Mollusca. Starry nights frame ro. mance.as the town sleeps.
Emily "Shonk

Michelle Brown, Tara Engel, and Robin Freund look out over the North river while standing on the suspension
bridge.

--
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Art Gallery
A little extra culture comes
to Bridgewater about every
month in the form of works by
local artists, including previous and current Bridgewater
College students. Several different paintings and sculptures
brighten and enrich the art gallery in the eampus Center. Organized by Profesor Kline, the
shows are very diverse in what
they present. Previous Bridgewater graduate Beverly Perdue
Nida brought several of her
watercolor paintings for exhibit. She has won various paint-

ing awards .for her bright, colorful, and creative paintings.
Walter Piepke, husband to
German professor Dr. Susan
Piepke, showed a series of his
etchings. At the end of the
school year there are two special student shows. One
presents works ·c ompleted earlier in the year and the other
works from senior art majors.
Overall the art gallery provides something for all stu.dents with a variety of tastes
and preferences.
Sallie McNett looks at some etchings
in the KCC art gallery.

DiN icola, Frank
Dodrill, Kimberly
Dreisbach, Tasha

Eaton, Amanda
Eaton, Elizabeth
Eddy, Jamie

. Edwards, Kim
Edwards, Scott
Engel, Tara
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Fines, Cheri
Fint, Livonia
Friend, Teri

Fultz, Sydney ,
Garber, Kevin
Gardner, Heidi

Gaston, Tiffany
Geib, Missy
George, Barbara

Gilbert, Stephen
Gilkeson, Brad
Gordon, Shelly

Green, Kelly
Greiner, Nathan
Haas, 0 livia
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Hall, Anita
Harold, Kara
Harrison, Shannon

Hart, Margaret
Haynes, Vaughn
Heatwole, Kim

Hedrick, Jennifer
Hensley, Chantel
Hensley, Julie

Hicks, Allen
Hill, Kevin /
Holler, Alisa

Hoover, Aaron
Hostetler, Gina
Hudgins, Kerry

94 Sophomores
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Do

Yo~u

After your last class on Friday,
you anxiously head for your
room before leaving for Harrisonburg. Before you know it,
you have fallen into one of the
many deep trenches surrounding Bowman Hall. A group of
students and construction workers stare in awe as you emerge,
covered from head to toe with
mud. Where did all of this come
from, you may ask? It began before the summer ended, dirt
piles appearing everywhere.
This was the first effort of repairing the campus .heating system. Back hoes awoke students
in the early morning hours, as
workers strove to correct the
1

Dig 1t?

problem in time for winter.
Just when we thought it was
almost over, more and more
workers showed up. This time
the area between the Library
and Bowman was targeted. It
was the installation of fiberoptic and coaxial video cable.
This is the latest development
for the C.E. Shull Computing
·Center ·as· it prepares for technological advances in video,
voice, and data capability
throughout the campll;S .. Completed .in the spring,' finally
things returned.t o ... normal? .
Jennie Warehime and Karen
Monger

Anne Warren just cannot resist getting
on and modeling the latest in digging
equipment.

Huffman, Karin
Huffman, Tara
Jackson, Brian

Jennings, Rebecca
Jessup, Tyler
Johnson, Carolyn

Johnson, Melanie
Jones, Steven
Jordan, Whitney

-
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Karczewska, Agnieszka
Kehoe, Michael
Kurtz, Rebecca

Lambert, April
Landes, Kara
Lewis, Von

Litchfield, John
Long, Amy
Luther, Erin

•

Here's an interesting
question to ponder: what
time does a typical student
consider~early? Students always complain about having
to get up too early, but exactly what time is this? For
some it may be 6:30 a.m. For
day students, the early
morning hours prepare
them for battle ... traffic.
After class comes a twohour break before Sociology. Where to go? There's'the
library, the KCC, a friend's
room, the computer lab, or
the Eagle's Nest. With the

---

96 Sophomores

. Again

opening of the day-student
lounge, things changed.
President Stone agreed to
convert this to a second home
for the day students. Complete
with many of the comforts that
were previously unavailable
exclusively for day students. It
opened up in early 1995 and
immediately became a success
with the day-student pppulati on
·Karen Monger
Kevin Knott waits and studies in the
library in between classes.

Lyon, John
MacPhail, Alexander
Martin, Kristie

Mascarenhas, Cheryl
Matheny, Jessica
Mathias, David

May, Cynthia
May, Emily
Mayo, Dwaine

McCloud, Jonathan
McClure, Heather
McClure, Meghan

McKinney, Kimberly
Megeath, Allyson
Mitchell, Dinah

-
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Mizener, Ray
Myers, Christine
Myers, Emily

_Na, Paul
Nauman, Jason
Nitanai, Kimie

Noon, Heather
Norton, Shelby
O'Toole, Heather

Olson, Kristie
Oyler, Krista
Phelps, Jennifer

Phelps, Rebecca
Powell, Stephanie
Powers, Scott

98 Sophomores

Price, Carmen
Pugh, Joel
Rinker, Roberta

Robertso~Christina

Rosier, Lara
Schwartz, Cheryl

Senger, Jonathan
Shapiro, Ryan
Shenk, Rachelle

, A Bonding_ Experience
Who is one of the most outgoing, inspiring new resident
directors on campus? All Dillon girls , would immediately
respond Zoe Bond. She was
first called "Zoe" (meaning
life) during her first day at
Taylor University in Indiana.
How did Bridgewater College come upon such a great
opportunity for a resident dir·e ct or? One of her exa
boyfriends put her name
Iiewsle.tter. She filled out an
application that BC sent her,

in

Zoe looks in the BC bookstore for a roll
of yellow paper for one of her projects.

because she felt drawn to college students. When she came
to visit- campus, she enjoyed
the scenery and liked the small ·
size Jight from the beginning.
Zoe describes her goal ·as a
RD to let God q.se her to influence students to accept
themselves. If you haven't met
Zoe, don't wait another second. Her influence will affect
the future of the campu.s.
Renee Falls
Sophomores 99
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Switzer, Stephanie
Tate, Jennifer
Thomas, Steven

Toothman, Aaron
Turner, Susan
Tusing, Marsha

Valentine, Amy
VanPelt, Christopher
Warcholak, Lara

Ward, Mindy
Weigle, Neil
Wheatley, Tia

White, Christopher
White, Mike
Wilson, Leslie

-
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Wine, Kelley
Wright, Danny
Zolotova, Anastasia

<;.p'

Not ·Pictured
Benjamin Barlow
Kristi Bartlett
Amanda Bennington
Amy Black
Betsy Boardwine
Tracy Burcin
Michael Burtner
Travis Byerly
Christopher Carter
Casey Childs
Benjamin Cole
Chad Conley
Staci Cooper
Teresa Costa
Matthew Crenshaw
Stephanie Debs
Andrew Deitz
Jennifer Edwards
Adam Erskine
Matthew Estep
Keith Fix
Stefanie Flory
John Fretts
Jeremy Guinn
Mickey Hamilton
Joshua Hardy
Cory Heinbaugh

·-
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Melinda Herndon
Ami Higgs
Jennifer Hoover
Robin Hottinger
Bradley Hull
Amy Johnson
Hunter Jones
Nicholas Judah
Gerald Judd
Rebecca Keyser
Samuel King
Melissa Kuykendall
Kristen Lipinski
Lawrence Logan
Anthony Madison
Marla McCauley
Michael Mcintire
Kim Merrick
Steven Minnick
Adam Mizer
Thomas Moore
Ryan Morris
Justin Oeltze
Amy Pettus
Lisa Picht
Kristine Quick
John Riner

Chad Roach
Pamela Robertson
Christian Sabatino
Edith Scouten
Troy Shaffer
Susan Sheffer
Jay Sherlock
William Snow
Jason Spruill
Keith Stafford
Laura Stepp
Stacy Strawderman
Michael Sweeney
Thomas Swider
James Tanner
Wyatt Taylor
Craig Turman
Craig Tutt
Jason Twitty
Shawn Tyson
Cary Vipond
Timothy Whipple
Timothy Wilson
David Wyant
Chad Young
Alan Zigler

Steven Craver enjoys going to the
computer lab and communicating
with others over the Internet.

Ashley Bair works during the day
at the switchboard in the KCC.

Anita Hall, Tara A. Huffman,
Stephanie Bernas, and Carmen
Price enjoy eating lunch at the
Stones' farm during freshman orientation week.

--
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The Class of

1998
Evei·y year .we see many
new and exciting faC'es
come onto campus readYfor
college life. This y~ar's
Freshman Glass is about 300
in size .arid.ts becorrifog one

-----

of the most active classes on
campus, participating in
everything from being a- DJ
on WGMB, the college radio
station, to playing on the
football team.

-- -

The Freshman Class Homecoming
float was adorned by the Energizer
bunny.

104 Freshmen

Greg Layton and Scott Satchell
were two of the actors that performed in the Pinion Players' fall
production of The Dining Room.

One afternoon during freshmen
orientation week, the freshmen
were invited to have lunch and
meet the new president at the
Stones' farm. Woo Woo.

1gatha Shipley was the Freshmen
:lass representative during the
lomecoming activities. She is esorted here by senior Gary Wilams.
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Alford, Mary Beth
, Allen, Freddie
Anders, Jennifer

Asselin, Cynthia
Austin, H.G.
Bai, Artem

Barb, David
Beckman, Melanie
Bennett, Amanda

Berry, Jason
Bischoff, Hannah
Black, Shalom

Bonner, Katie
Bowman, Leslie
Bremigan, Mary

106 Freshmen

The Dirty
Deed
It is something we all definitely do not like doing,
and why should we? When we go home, we never
have to do it. That is one of the things that moms do,
right? Well, sometimes you get down to your double-emergency spare pair of underwear (you know,
the pair that you keep at the back of the drawer that
has more holes than Swiss cheese), but that is alright because you could go another day with out
having to do laundry. That is your last pair and
even though you could just not wear them, getting
caught in your zipper could be a very traumatic
experience. And, besides, exactly what kind of settings are you supposed to use on the machines
anyway?

Froghead Wilson

Broody, Karolyn
Brooks, Wendy
Brown, Jennifer C.

Brown, Jennifer M.
Brown, Karin
Brown, Sara

Burns, Richard
Byron, John
Bywaters, Carrie
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Carter, Scarlett
Cary, John
Cash, Timothy

Chester, Greg
Chism, Theresa
Chrispim, Elisangela

Clark, Stacy
Corbett, Frank
Critzer, Sherrie

It's About Time
Finally, the small metropolis of Bridgewater has
reached the fast-food-chain level of success. Before
this year, there were only two "commercial" fastfood restaurants in town, Hardee's and Dairy
Queen. But, as soon as students exited off of the
interstate, they were greeted by a new Exxon station that was connected to an Arby's. There was
also a new Subway Shop open down next to Heartland Video. When winter term rolled around, we
were all surprised to find that down on Main Street
the golden arches went up and McDonald's was
open for business. Overall everybody was happy to
see these restaurants go up because, believe it or
not, students want to get out of the cafeteria every
now and then.

..

108 Freshmen
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Crockett, Will
Crummett, Catherine
Curtis, Nicole

Custer, Tina .
Dean, Jonathan,
Deering, Jeff

Diaz, Isis
Didawick, Olivia .
Dmmell, William

Dreibelbis, Amy
Einhorn, Heather
Estep, j ennife~

Faber, Todd
Falls, Renee
Faulconer, Jonathan
~

.

--
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. Fawley, Brenna
Ferguson, Sara
Filsinger, Rebecca

Franklin, Amy
Franklin, Brandy
Fravel, Angela

Freund, Robin
Gaines, David
Galiney, Angelica

Garber, Cynthia
Gately, Joseph
Gates, Ginger

Gay, Jacquline
Gibbel, Janice
Glasscock, Jennifer

·-
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Good, Aaron
Good, Christa
Grimmett, Craig

Guills, Amy
Hadley, Nora
Hamman, Abigail

Harris, Joanne
Hedrick, Stephanie
Hensley, Jeanette

Not an A!

To most college students, getting an A is wonderful, but if you are a morning person an A can
almost be tragic. At BC, an A class means 8:00 a.m..
For those who aren't morning people, going to an
8:00 class requires some extra planning to get out of
bed, not to mention taking a shower, brushing your
teeth and shaving (like David Burner and Gary
Williams here.) Some of the tactics for waking up
can be interesting. For a loud annoying noise, one
can leave a wind-up alarm clock in a tin pie pan and
let it ring, provided that your roommate does't hit
you, but then again, that could wake you up also.
No matter how bad students talk about earlymorning classes, they aren't always bad. In
fact,there are some schedules where a student is
through with classes by lunchtime. Then they have
the rest of the day to study or maybe even take a
nap.
Rebecca Graham
Freshmen 111
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Life

A dining room. What could possibly happen in a
dining room? Well, in the fall production by the
Pinion Players, just about every aspect of life. Approxiamately 37 actors and actresses spent weeks
around one defenseless dining room table (loaned
by President and Mrs. Stone. Thank You!). It is
where characters argued, laughed, cried, drank,
played and crawled under and around (like Harvey
Leddy and Angel Galiney, pictured above) for two
acts during Parrents' Weekend. In each of its four
performances, the play The Dining Room, written
by A.R. Gurney, brought many laughs and surprises
to its audience. With its diverse characters and
situations about the change in family values over
time, The Dining Room kept its audience on its toes.
Rebecca Graham and Detra Funk

Hesse, Jared
Hicks, Angie
Honeycutt, Kelly

Hufner, Lisa
Hutchens, Stacie
Ipock, Jessica

Jarrett, Michelle
Jones, Holly
Katafiasz, Cindy

·-
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Keen, Leah
Kerns, Krista
Kistner, Cassandra

Kline, Andrea
Knupp, Jennifer
Koster, Jeremy

Lam, Heather
Lancaster, Kristin.
Layne, Tammy

Layne, Tim
Layton, Bruce
Levesque, Ros~

Long, Gayle
Lucas, Shonda
Luers, Renee

-
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Lundie, Reid
Maggard, Seth
Matheney, Lori

Mattice, Jennifer
Mayo, Jonathan
McGuire, Madea

McMullen, Andrea
Mehaffey, Danny
Messler, Brian

Mitchell, Chandra
Monger, Karen
Mongold, Laura

Mongold, Michelle
Morton, Mary
Myers, Anthony
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Mega Mecca
On their way to class, or hungry for food other
than the cafeteria fare, many BC students pass
through the basement of the KCC, through a place
we all know as the Snack Shop. Although its formal
name is the Eagle's Nest, the Snack Shop is a mecca
for day students eager for an early cup of coffee as
well as professors who like to discuss politics, literature, movies, or whatever else is of interest. On
weekends the Program Council often brings a plethora of interesting activities for students to the Snack
Shop while students sit back and enjoy the show.
Now a smoke-free environment, the Snack Shop
still is a place where students can watch TV, eat a
late lunch, do a little studying (like Bill Gorsuch,
Alisa Holler, and Jennifer Baker), and enjoy a place
on campus outside of classes and dorms.
Detra Funk

Near, Susan
North, Jenny
Ott, Elizabeth

Peachey, Terri
Phalan, Rebecca
Phillips, Lee

Phipps, John
Pollay,Kelly
Rafalski, Amy
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Rea, Christina
Reising, David
Reister, Katja

Renick, Chris
Rienzi, Vincent
Robinson, David

Rogers, Amanda
Rothgeb, Jennifer
Russell, Tammy

New Tilnes

Another one of the many welcomed new editions
to the dorms of Bridgewater is the new visitation
policy. We were all surprised to find out that our
hours were extended. Now we could visit the
dorms of the opposite sex every day during the
week from 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm, and Sunday visitation would start at 1:00 pm and end at 10:00 pm,
not to mention from 5:00 pm to 12:00 am on Fridays
and 1:00 to 12:00 am on Saturdays.
This policy has made all of the students here very
excited. An example of this is when Roberta Rinker
had her birthday. She could go over on a Monday
night and get a few little presents from two of her
male friends. The new visitation hours gave students a place to go and study or hang out besides
Bowman and the lounge. The new hours were a
very welcome surprise to all returning and new
students.

116 Freshmen

Sacadura, Jay
Samuel, Eason
Satchell, Scott

Schill, Kimberly·
Scott, Sara
Shifflett, Dale

Shifflett, Jeffrey
Shipley, Agatha
Showers, Jayme

Showman, ·chasity
Sinesi, Michael
·
Sites; Jodi

Skeen, Patrick
Skuratovskaya, Masha
Smith, Amy
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Smith, Chris
Smith, Michelle
Snider, Rob

Stull, Kristin
Stumpf, Collette
Sullivan, April

Szymkowski, Nicole
Taylor, Amanda
Taylor, Bonita

Tepper, Tiffany
Thomas, Jaimy
Tuning, Timmy

Vaughan, Kelly
Waltz, Joy
Wang, Jin-jie
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Ward, Peggy
Warehime, Jennie
Whetzel, Jaime

Whetzel, Rebecca
Wieczynski, Courtney
Wiles, Laurie

Williams, Stephanie
Wilson, Froghead
Wilson, Jamie

Roll'em

The lights dim in Cole Hall as students settle
down awaiting the... cartoon? This is not your
typical movie theater. Could it be the lack of sticky
floors, screaming kids, and endless previews?
Yes, movies are somewhat more civilized when
viewed by a mature audience of intellectual students. Or are they? "Jurassic Park" still hasn't lost
its touch as students jumped in their seats as the
special effects experts played with the soundtrack.
Though technical difficulties occurred, most student did not mind.
Admission to the movies costs a dollar, and this
reasonable price attracted many students (like
Angie Scott, paying her dollar to Becky Graham).
The movies gave a relief from crowded theaters,
over-priced tickets, and expensive "goodies,"
there's always the BC (Bridgewater Cinema)!
Jennie Warehime

--
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Wilson, Katie
Yang, Allen
Yohe, Angela

Young, Jennifer
Yuille, Jacqueline
Zabala, Ana
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Not Pictured
atthew Altis
William Andrus
James ·A ppleton
Michael Baker
Jeremy Bauserman
Kate Bingaman
Scott Brown
Robert Bryant
Matthew Butler
John Carter
Paul Chapman
Joseph Cline
Isaac Coffey
Rachel Combs
Chad Comer
David Craig
Ryan Crawley
Danette Creath
Holly Crews
Benjamin DeBruhl
Mark DeSantis
Shelton Dodd
Audrey Dove
Michael Duffee
Aaron Evans
Julie Faulk
Kevin Fee
Kara Franco
Lucas Gallaher
Jason Gillespie
Jamie Giuffre
Meridith Goode
Adam Gowl
Andrew Graves

Kandice Griffey
Jeremy Grogg
Kelly Grove
Thomas Gryder
David Guzy
Stephanie Hamlett
Chadwick Hensley
Anthony Hevener
Shane Hinkle
Bartley Hoffman
Wendy Hoffman
David Horton
Heather Howdyshell
Todd Huffman
Michael Hurt
Andrew Johns
Phillip Johnston
Almanda Jordan
David Judy
Brandon Kiracofe
Jason Lawrence
Amy Leahman
Harvey Leddy
Sheri Lehew
Edgar Loker
Michael Lucas
William Mallow
Esteban Martinez
Jeremy Mason
Richard McDonald
Toga Mcintosh
Hilary Micha
Brian Miller
. -.James Minchin

Gary Minnick
Timothy Moxley
Johnathan Orrock
Cindi Owens
Otto Pebworth
Tonya Ramsey
Joy Reed
Jaime Rickett
Clark Ritchie
Tera Ritter
Thomas Robbins
Torin Rollins
David Ross
Virginia Runner
Lucas See
Melissa See
Dwayne Shell
Ryan Shirkey
Russell Showalter
Daric Showman
Brent Smart
Denese Smith
Gregory Smith
Michele Smith
Brant Snead
James Stotler
Wesley Straub
LeRoy Sweezy
Daniel Turner
Jonathan Weaver
Michael Wicks
Laurie Widener
Christian Winter

rackie Gay is one of the onlookers
at a field hockey game.
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Bridgewater's

Best

Throughout our years College. They have led u~ as · ·
here at Bridgewater College advisers and club sponsors,
no one will have as much taught us . as 'professors, and
influence on us as the fac- .m6st importantly been there
ulty, staff, and adm~nistra as friends. We greatly appretion here at Bridgewater ciate all yoll: ]Jave done.

Dr. Mwizenge Tembo waves hello
in passing, on his way to check his
mail.

122 Faculty
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Dustin Miller takes a moment off
from working in the Business Office to read the paper.

Phyllis Ward helps students and
checks out books in the Library.

Mrs. Eckard and Prof. Armstrong go
over a few papers in the Bowman
Hall office.

Dr. Eaton checks a list of things to
do in his office.
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Dr. Phillip C. Stone
President, Bridgewater
College
Dr. Lee M. Yoder
Dean for Academics
Cynthia K. Howdyshell
Registrar

Marlene C. Foley
Assistant to the President
Elizabeth G. Hylton
Secretary to the President
Janet S. Stepp
Secretary to the Dean for
Academics

B. Penny Boyce
Secretary to the Registrar
Dawn S. Dalbow
Secretary to the Registrar
Elaine K. Shank
Copier Secretary

Dean Miracle hands out cards at a
convocation.

·-
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Professor William Abshire
Assistant Professor of
Religion
Dr. K. Gary Adams
Professor of Music
Dr. Robert B. Andersen
Associate Professor of
International Studies

Professor Martha
Armstrong
Professor of Accounting
and Business
Administration
Dr. John G. Barr
Professor of Organ and
Piano
Dr. Paul J. Bender
Professor of Mathematics

Professor Daniel W. Bly
Assistant Professor of
History
Dr. Carl F. Bowman
Professor of Sociology

Dr, Richard L. Bowman
Associate Professor of
Physics

Dr. Erich E. Brumbaugh
Professor of Chemistry
Dr. Frank A. Chimenti
Professor of Physics

AdTninistration
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Dr. David E. Coffman
Associate Professor of
Education
Professor David A. Cook
Assistant Professor of Art
Dr. Joseph M. Crockett
Professor of Chemistry

Professor Jon L. Dellett
Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
Dr. James W. Eaton
Associate Professor of
Economics and Business
Administration
Bonnie M. Eckard
Secretary in Bowman Hall

Dr. Catherine L. Elick
Associate Professor of
English
Coach Donnie Fulk
Head Soccer Coach
Dr. Stanley Galloway
Assistant Professor of
English

Dr. Carole C. Grove
Associate Professor of
Education
Dr. Arthur J. Gumenik
Associate Professor of
Accounting
Dr. Lucien T. Hall, Jr.
Associate Professor of
Mathematics
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Faculty

Dr. Mary Frances
Heishman
Associate Professor of
Physical Education, Head
Coach of Volleyball
Dr. Michael S. Hensley
Professor of Biology
Dr. L. Michael Hill
Professor of Biology

Dr. Lanny W. Holsinger
Professor of Education
Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins, Jr.
Associate Professor of
Music
Dr. David C. Huffman
Associate Professor of
Economics

In Food and Culture, Dr. St. John
instructs the class on how to cook
delicacies from many lands.
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Joel Wildermuth, Director of
Housekeeping, takes a ride on the
Gyro during the outdoors activities
which took place on our impromptu "Snowday," April 5.

Dr. Edward W. Huffstetler
Associate Professor of
English
Coach Curtis L. Kendall
Head Baseball Coach,
Assistant in the Department
of Health and Physical
Education
Dr. Thomas M. Kinder
Director of Athletics

Professor Manown Kisor,

Jr.

Assistant Professor of
Business Administration
Professor Paul M. Kline
Professor of Art
Professor Elizabeth L.
Kyger
Assistant Professor of
Biology
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Faculty
Coach Bill Leatherman
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education, Head
Men's Basketball Coach
Dr. Barbara P. Long
Professor of Foreign
Languages
Dr. Stephen L. Longenecker
Assistant Professor of
History

Professor Ralph C. MacPail,
Jr.
Associate Professor of
Theatre, Speech, and
English
Coach Laura S. Mapp
Associate Professor of
Physical Education
Dr. Lynn McGovern-Waite
Associate Professor of
Foreign Languages

Robert R. Miller
Chaplain and Director of
Religious Activities
Professor Lamar B. Neal
Associate Professor of
History and Political
Science
Dr. Philip F. O'Mara
Associate Professor of
English

Dr. Susan L. Peipke
Associate Professor of
Foreign Languages
Dr. Jeffrey H. Pierson
Assistant Professor of
Speech
Professor Ralph Shively
Professor of Mathematics
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Faculty
Coach John S. Spencer
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education
Dr. Daniel M. Spitzer, Jr.
Professor of Business
Administration
Dr. Nancy W. St. John
Associate Professor of
Home Economics

Professor Grace F.
Steinberg
Assistant Professor of Home
Economics
Professor Shane D. Stevens
Instructor in Business
Administration, Head Track
and Cross Country Coach
Dr. Sarah E. Swank
Professor of Biology

Dr. Mwizenge S. Tembo
Assistant Professor of
Sociology
Dr. Thomas R. Thornley,
Jr.
Professor of Music
Coach Kristee J.R. Trumbo
Cheerleading coach,
Assistant in Swimming

Marguerite M. Turner
Postmistress
Dr. Gary L. Tyeryar
Professor of English
Dr. Dale V. Ulrich
Professor of Physics
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Dr. Hopkins has practice for the
Concert Choir in the Bridgewater
Church of the Brethren.

Professor Steve Watson, Jr.
Associate Professor of
Philosophy and Religion
Professor R. Terrence
Weathersby
Assistant Professor of
Psychology
Professor John E. White
Associate Professor of
Mathematics

Coach Carlyle Whitelow
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education, Head
Tennis Coach
Coach Jean Willi
Head Lacrosse Coach,
Assistant in the Department
of Health and Physical
Education

1

Dr. Donald R. Witters
Professor of Psychology Faculty

....
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Computing Center
Scott Moomaw, Karen L.
Hensley, Ann R. Rainard,
Charlie Cook, Theodore W.
Flory (Director).
Counseling Center
Dr. Chip Studwell (Director
of Counseling),June Van
Lear. Not pictured: Judith
Shuey (Director, Career
Services).

Financial Aids
Cindy Garletts, J. Vern
Fairchilds, Jr., Joan Blackburn, Jennifer Sayre.
Development Office
Front: C. Steven Smith,
James M. Bryant
Back: Ellen K. Laymen, Robin Y. Jennings, Rob Marchiony, Cathy Link, Sandra
J. Hottle, Betty W. Swink,
Deane C. Geier, Mary K.
Heatwole.

Administrative Offices
132 Offices
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Student Development Office
Dr. William Miracle (Dean),
Karen Clark (Assistant Dean), Carolyn Cline.
Admissions
First Row: G. Christian
Clark, Kay Kegerreis, Ron
Hedrick, Judy Coffman
Second Row: Tamara McCray, Cynthia Hosaflook,
Lisa Perry, Tracey Ludwig
Third Row: Dean Hildebrand, Linda Stout, Carolyn
Pirkey, Mark Griffen.

Rod Marchiony is also one of the
Assistant Coaches for Baseball.

-
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Library
Thelma Hall, Dr. Buu Duong,
Ruth Greenawalt (Director),
Phyllis Ward, Terrell Barkley,
Susan Conrad, Carin Teets,
Audrey Moats.
Bookstore
Jean Ringgold, Betty Vandevander, Edna Shickel, Leon
Rhodes (Manager).

On the Snowday, President Stone
and Dean Yoder went outside to
take a measurement of the depth of
the snow.
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Business Office
First Row: Patricia Newman,
Dorothy Long, Marilyn Evers
Second Row: Sue Colaw,
Melvin Wampler (Business
Manager & Treasurer), Dustyn
Miller, Stacy McDonald,
Brenda Thompson.

Kline Campus Center
Blaine Simmers, John Manson (Director), Carrie
Harman.

AdTTiinistrative
Offices

..
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The football team, though having a
losing season, look forward to making a strong improvement next

< Doug Gwaltney tries to get the soc'cer'ball away from the opponent.
~:--
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Bridgewater's defensive line readies themselves for the oncoming
play.
Keith Fix hands the ball off to
Jamie Stotler.

Freshman Michael Hurt passes by
the defensive players of Methodist
College on his quest for a first
down.

Temple Anderson reaches to grab
his opponent to try to stop a touch~
down.
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Building the Foundation
BC Football continues to be a popular sport.
Building a foundation was
exactly what the Bridgewater football team did during
the 1994 season. With only
five seniors, Bridgewater
began building a foundation
for years to come. The five
seniors for Bridgewater this
year were Steve Lowe, Scott
Wooddy, Temple Anderson,

Kevin Morris, and Pat Kelly.
However, just beginning to
build a foundation did cost
Bridgewater. Unfortunately,
they were unable to bring
home a win, but on several
occasions they had good
showings. Leading the
Bridgewater team this year
defensively was Sophomore

Jeremy Guinn. Guinn received honorable mention
all-ODAC. Other Bridgewater football standouts were
quarterbacks Keith Fix and
Michael Hunt. These players lead the team offensively. Despite the- fact that a
young team dominated
Bridgewater's football pro-

gram, the Eagles have a good
chance for improvement in
the years to come. Hopefully
next year this young team
will have developed more
experience and bring BC
fans a handful of wins.

First row: S. Lowe, K. Morris, T. Anderson, S. Wooddy, P. Kelly. Second row: K. Fix; T. Madison, R. Carter, S. Carter,
W. Griffin, M. Moore, M. Crenshaw, C. Cor_b itt, M. Hamilton. Third row: M. Hurt, S. King, J. Pugh, S. Tyson, A. Mizer,
M. Estep, S. Thomas, C. Young, C. Vipond, H. Jones. Fourth _row: R. Levesque, V. Haynes, D. Wright, ,C. Bryant, J.
_Guinn, E. Ball, A. Hicks, T. Rollins, B. Howery, J. Porter, J." _Lawrence, M. Baker. Fifth row: T. Shaffer, A. Goode, D.
Barb, S. Donnell, M. Wicks, I. Coffey, H. Horton, C. Childs, D. Shifflett, D. Mehaffey, J. Stotler, S. Brown, D. Craig. Sixth
row: T. Gryder, K. Fee, M. Altis, J. Hesse, R. Robbins, J. Mason, T . Moxley, L. Gallaher, K. Guzy, A. Cline, D. Reising, G.
Luzaich, J.Byron. Seventh row: W. Strau?, J. Hensel, T. Faber, J. Minchin; S. Dodd. ·

-,
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First row: Cynthia Katafiasz, Jennifer Phelps, Jen-Tate, Marty
Dungey, Tia Wheatley, Carolyn Anderson, . Lin.da Benke,
Carrie Bywaters, Amy Rafalski, Laura Benke, Holly Jones,
Hannah Bischoff1 . Christine Carroll. Second row: Jennifer
Brown, Cindy Asselin, Abbey Hamman, Katie Wilson, Elizabeth Ott Third row Aurora Brown, Tara Engel, Lynette
Gi.nder, Joan Eberhard .

In the Goal
BC's Field Hockey team has a great season.
The 1994 Bridgewater
College Field Hockey Team
completed a successful season with an overall record of
10-8 and on ODAC record of
7-2. Starting freshman player Jennifer Brown said,
"Playing on the field hockey
team really helped me be~
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come familiar with the campus before classes started."
Brown and Cindy Asselin
gained confidence and leadership through .their membership. Although practice
and games sometimes make
it difficult to study, they did
learn to manage their time

better. Players practiced
three times a day for 8 hours
beginning August 21. After
classes started, practice was
held two and a half hours a
day. Usually there were two
games a week, with some
overnights.
Asselin and · Brown

thought there was good fan
support for the field hockey
team. Most of their goals
were achieved, except for
playing in finals. Although
the team will lose four seniors, they have a positive
outlook for next year's season.

Tara Engel, Christine Carroll, and
Linda Benke are all ready to stop
their oppon~nts .

Tara Engel takes the ball
downfield,

Laura Benke makes an attempt to
steal the ball.

Fighting for the ball like A~y
Rafalski is doing is typical for field
hockey.
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Kicking It

Off

BC' s young team shows great potential.
The Bridgewater men's
soccer team started off its
third season with a big 8-2
victory in a scrimmage
against Christiandom. ·The
Eagles fell to some rough
times after that with many
key injuries at key moments. They were 0-13
when they finally came

alive to win two in a row
against Emory & Henry and·
Washington Bible. They
ended the season with a 214 record. Emory & Henry
was the first OCAC win for
this young team.
Coach Donnie Fulk's team
was also proud to have
sophomore midfielder, Scott

Edwards; junior defender,
Andrew Rhodes; and sophomore forward, Nate
Greiner all named to Western Maryland Invitational
All Tournament Team. _
When Nate Greiner was
asked to give an overview of
the season, he said," Our
team had more talent this

year, more depth, more
players off the bench. Even
though our record didn't
show it, the games were
much closer." There are a
few holes on the team that
need filled, but there is a
good recruiting class coming.
-...,..1·

/

First row: Chris Andrus, Nate Greiner; Esteban Martinez,
David Gately, H.G: Austin. Second row: Coach Donnie
Fulk, Andrew Rhodes, Steve Gilb.ert, Jay Sherlock, Andrew Davis, Scott ·Edwards, Jupiter Sacadura, Ooug
Gwaltney, Steve Minnick, Sean Polson.
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Jay Sherlock attempts to steal the
ball from the opposing team.

Chris Andrus guides the ball down
the field.

David Gately prepares himself for
an oncoming ball.

Darrel Baker jumps high for the
block.
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The girls get together in order to
psych each other up before a
game.

Sydney Fultz gets ready to hit the
ball.

BC watches the ball in anticipation.

Sheri Lehew pops the ball over the
net.
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Back row: Chasity Sh_owman, Lisa Miller, Betsy
Boardwine, Tennelle Smith, Sydney,. 'F ultz, Stephanie
Gardner, Shannon Harrison, Kim Heatwole. Front row:
Tina Custer, Sheri Lehew, Laurie Wiles, Michelle-Smith,
Jackie Yullie, Stacy Clark, Jennifer Estep.

Over the Net
. 1 ~.

BC sends the ball over into victory.
The crowd rises in anticipation as the volleyball
team approaches game point
in the game that will determine qualification for the
ODAC championships. After a series of close games,

th~ team was able to keep
their fans on the ·edge of
their seats. You could feel
the anticipation mounting
as the fans awaited the call
of the referee. It was good
and the BC Eagles went on

to victory. The Eagles finished with a 22-10 record
and went on the play in the
ODAC championships on
Nov. 4 and 5. They reached
the semifinals but then lost
to EMU in the champion-

ship match.
Overall the vollyball team
had an excellent season and
hopes to continue having a
winning season.

-.......
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At the start of a race Bridgewater
takes off to try to get a good lead in
the pack.
Julie Hensley keeps a steady pace.

First row: Julie
Hensley, Robin
Freund, Terri
Peachey, Cindi
Owens, Christa Good,
Stephanie Williams.
Second row: Coach
Shane Stevens, John
Dean, Brian Miller,
Travis Holsinger, Mike
Burtner, Dale Foster,
Reid Lundie

Run 4 It

With an abundance of underclassmen, both the women's
and men's cross-country team
looked to be going .through rebuilding years. However, both
squads showed marked improvement through the year
and may have surprised many
prognosticators by the end of
the season.
The Women's team made it
to regionals but the potential
for an even better finish is evident. Coach Stevens says, "We
were hurt by the inexperience
and injuries." Despite the injuries the team was able to substantially reduce their times. "I
was glad to see that everybody's last race was their best
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race," said Julie Hensley. With
all the runners coming back,
next year's team should have
even better races ahead.
The men's team was also
very young with only one senior on the squad - Dale Foster.
Of the team Coach Stevens
said, "We had a young team
this year, and it was just a matter of time how fast we came
along." John Dean became
Bridgewater's first All-ODAC
runner since 1989. Next year's
team will ·be bolstered by the
return of Chris Fetty, who is
studing abroad this year. As
Dean said, "We've got a lot to
look forward to."

Dale Foster is sure to stay relaxed
and not tense up.

Spirited

Bridgewater's squad of ance of BC parents this year,
kept all of the and that the the pig pen
crowds going and cheering. (several of the football playThey were at all of the home ers, dressed up in different
games and most of the away ·things depending on what
games for the Football and the theme of the evening
Men's Basketball teams. was) helped them out a lot
They also were at a few of by trying to get the crowd
the Lady Eagle's Basketball going at the Men's Basketball Games. Also in the Basgames.
Whitney Jordan com- ketball season was the admented on how there was dition of the guys (Pat Kelly,
an increase in the attend- Tony Madison, David
Gayhart, and David Craig)
that helped the ladies do
special positions and catch
them on their way down.
cheerl~aders

The guys helped out with stunts during the Basketball season.

I

Susan Turner, Alisa Holler, Melisa Bowie, Emily
May, Amy Pettus, Stacy
Bielski, Emily Myers,
Whitney Jordan, and
Courtney
Wieczynski
,

BC's Cheering Ladies pose for us before one of the Basketball games.
Melisa Bowie helps the crowd get
pumped up at one of the games.

--
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Dan Rush is open for a pass.
Mike Dayton looks to see which
one of his teammates might be
open.

Jumping up to catch the ball, Scott
Powers gets above the rest.

Dan Rush at the free throw lfne
tries to earn a few more points for
BC.
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Swoosh!
Eagles Basketball sinks one in.
The 1994-95 basketball
season proved to be the year
of the sophomores for the
men's team. Out of the 15
spots on the team, 10 were
filled by sophomores. However, the seniors on the
team provided the team
with experience. Leading

the team this year all
around was senior Dan
Rush. Rush was ranked first
in the conference in scoring
and field goal percentage,
fourth in free throw percentage, fifth in blocks, and
nineth in rebounding. On
top of all this Rush was

named ODAC Player of the the ODAC tournament
Year. The other outstanding ranked third, but after a
senio·r was Mike Dayton, ·hard fought game lost to Virwhose leadership helped ginia Wesleyan and the 94the team to have a winning 95 season came to an end.
season.
The Eagles have a promising
Bridgewater ended the season next year and all the
regular season with an 11-7 BC fans look forward to it.
record. The Eagles went into
Lori Matheney

First Row: Chad Sowers, Dan Atwell, Dan Rush, Neil Weigle, Jered
Hoover
,
Second Row: Head Coach Bill Leatherman; Kevin Garber, Scott
Powers, Tim Wilson, .C raig Turman, Craig Tutt, Assistant Jeff
Berry ·
'
Third Row: Assistant Bob Stevens, Greg Pickeral, Mike Dayton,
Johnathan Orrock, Dan Shomo, Davon Lewis, Manager Tyler
Jessup.
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First row: Cindy Pearson, Angie Vizachero-, Krista
Oyler, Chris.t ie Osborne, Holly Crews. ·
Second row: As·sistant Coach Jean Willi, Olivia
Didawick, Abbey Hamman, Jackie Gay, Jennifer
-Young, Leah Keen, Head Coach Laura Mapp.
Third row: Angie Y-o he, Madea M~Guire, Sheri
Lehew, Nicole Szymkowski, Jennifer Hedrick .
..,

Down the Court
The Lady Eagles take control of the ball.
Much like the Men's Basketball team, the Lady Eagles consisted of two seniors, one junior, two
sophomores, and ten freshman. The two seniors, Chist i e Osborne and Angie
Vizachero, lead the team
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with experience and enthusiasm, but unfortunately
Christie hurt her knee after
the first few games and was
pretty much out for the rest
of the season. Cindy Pearson and Krista Oyler were
able to fill in with their

leadership and help guide
the team. Of the freshmen
that were new to the team,
Jennifer .Young and Sheri
Lehew proved to be strong
players and starters as well.
For their overall season
the Lady Eagles had a record

of 12-13, but several of these
games were close and came
down to the wire. With several members coming back
next year with an additional
year of playing under their
belts, they look forward to
next season.

Jennifer Young takes the shot and
scores two for BC.

Jennifer Hedrick makes an attempt
-to--sink one in.

Trying to get the rebound, Sheri
Lehew gets above the rest.
Cindy Pearson dribbles the ball
down court.

--
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Jason Griffin lets one fly down to
home plate. ·

Matt Estep, after tagging first base,
looks over his shoulder to make
sure the umpire calls "out."

Ron Barkman (above) and Buck
Gordon (right) both sprint to first
base.
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First Row: Ron Barkman, Jason Griffin, Curtis Steele, Cory Heinbaugh, Shane Hinkle, Shawn Hevener, Ryan Morris
Second Row: Rob Marchiony, Gary Minnick, Jeremy Grogg, Jordan Haire, Travis Long, Ron Moss, Jeremy Koster,
Adam ~rskine, Chris Sabatino, Chad Hensley
Third Row: Bob Knott, Courtland Rodamer, Chris Davis, Freddie Allen, Jason Conley, Ben Spotts, Matt Estep, Vince
Gregory, Buck Gordon, Allen Snow, Deron Crawford, Goach Curt.Kendall
..,

Heading for HoTne
.~~.

Knocking the ball out of the park the Eagles come home.
Rolling down College
Street one afternoon with
your windows down, all of
the sudden you hear music
coming from somewhere.
Seeing no cars in front of or
behind you, you realize that
it is coming from the Baseball Field. Curiosity contin-.
ues to lead you in that direction, as the volume
increases. Upon arriving at
the stands, you find the BC

baseball team beginning
their warm-ups for another
day of practice.
Eighteen players returned
to the 1995 s'e ason, with five
players from last year's
starting lineup. The team
was led by captains Ron
Barkman, Chris Davis, Buck
Gordon, and Travis Long.
Meanwhile,
Corey
Heinbaugh, Allen Snow,
Buck Gordon, and Ron

Barkman served as leading
hitters. The pitcher's
mound included the four
man rotation of Jason Conley, Chris Davis, Courtland
Rodamer, and Jason Griffin.
The season opened with a
spring trip to Atlanta.
Though some losses there
led to a rocky start, the team
bounced back with a string
of wins in the ODAC. This
led to a spot in the ODAC

tournament.
Big victories were plentiful under Coach Kendall's
team. Former Division 3
champion Montclare State
lost in a hard fought game.
Powerhouse North Carolina
W esleyian was also defeated
by the Eagles. The hours of
practice and conditioning
that began in the fall paid off
as the team enjoyed a successful season.

....
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Jamie Eddy knocks the ball into
deep outfield.

Kerri Johnson makes a run for third
base.

Carolynn Cassaday pitches the opponent a strike.

Right in the glo1e, as Staci Cooper
catches the ball.
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Breaking New Records
Ladies softball season has done something it has never done before.
The Lady Eagles have a
lot of obstacles they have to
accomplish this season. One
obstacle they had to face
was losing four senior starters last year, but they were
able to compensate for the
difference with the help of
Freshman starters.
This season the Lady Eagles has a record of 16-8
overall and 10-6 in the

ODAC's. This 10-6 record is
now a school record for the
most wins in a season. With
this record Coach Donnie
Fulk says, "We have a good
chance of winning ODAC.
Each team in the district is
even and we have learned
the necessary skills to bring
us on top."
Two players have made
significant impact to this

Lady Eagles' team and they
are Carrie Johnson and Salita Sullivan. Carrie Johnson,
a junior, leads the ODAC
conference with most leading qualifications. Salita
Sullivan, a transfer student,
became the starting catcher
and worked well with the
pitchers.
With the help of the softball players, this season

proved to be successful. All
the players had a learning
experience down in Florida,
playing Division I and II
teams. Their outlook in the
ODAC tournament looks
very good. Coach Fulk said,
"I want to bring the ODAC
championship trophy back
to Bridgewater for the first
time."

First Row: Joanne Harris, Jennifer Brow:n, Staci Cooper,
Jenny Clay, Carolynn Cassaday, Kerri Johnson.
Second Row: Coach Donnie Fulk, Salita Sullivan, Jamie
Eddy,_ Betsy Boardwine, Sasha Morris, Nicole Curtis,
Misti Fulk.
·
Third Row: Holly Crews, Kelly .. Grove, Cherish Curry,
Stacy Clark, Chasity Showman, Becky Whetzel.
<;J
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Janice Gibbel puts all her might
into hitting the ball.

First row: Cindy Pearson, Jennifer Edwards,
Michele Carr, Carmen
Price
Second Row: Olivia
Didawick, Tracy Eble,
Jaime Rickett, Wendy
Brooks, Coach Mapp,
Ana Zabala, Janice
Gibbel

Back At You

This year the Bridgewater ·
Women's Tennis Team was
young but still enthusiastic.
The top seed, Jennifer Edwards, was the only member that came from the top
six seeds of last year. This
year's top six seeds did not
consist of any seniors, but
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was made up of two juniors,
two sophomores, and two
freshmen. Carmen Price
and Cind.y Pearson were
two of the top record holders. The improvement over
last year is, in Price's opinion, "A closer team, that is
very supportive."

Tracy Eble reaches forward to send
the ball back in her opponents
court.

Balls a Fly'n

The word "tennis" conjures images of sunny days
and sounds of a ball being
hit in steady rhythm. For
the Men's Tennis team
those sunny days didn't always appear. The sun and
the clouds played see-saw
with each other all season,
and the rhythm of tennis
balls bouncing across the

courts was not quite steady;
but in spite of minor problems and several close
matches, the men came
back from a losing start to
their first win over Shenandoah. The relatively young
team included only one senior, Doug Stowers, and is
looking to an improved season next year.

Summer Cook slams the ball into
the opposite court.

Ryan Crawley, Aaron
Good, Dan Tucke~,
Doug Stowers, Dan
Shomo, John Riner,
Walker Carter, Summer Cook
Far Left: John Riner puts a little
power into his swing.
Doug Stowers reaches forward to
return the ball.
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First Row: Jen Rothgeb, Cindi Owens, Wendy Brooks, Amy Landis, Stephani.e. Sollars~ Carolyn Anderson. Second
Row: Brenna Fawley, Julie Hensley, April Sullivan, Angie Yohe, Krista Oyler, Laurie Wiles, .Sandy Ingram. Third
Row: Dale Foster, Rob Snider, Scott Brown, Kevin Fee, Will Grayson., Jon Dean, Mike Sweeney, Coach Shane Stevens.
Fourth Ro'w: Assistant Coach Quentin Jones, Chris Fetty, Mike Burtner, Dr. Jopson, .Brian Messler, Brandon Daisy,
Travis Holsinger, Von Lewis, Cole Corbitt, Kevin Morris.
·

Taking1t in Stride
BC's Track Team Crosses the Finish Line.
For the first time in years,
the Bridgewater Women's
Track team has been able to
participate officially in track
meets. In the past there
were never enough girls to
make a team with enough
members to compete in
every event or never
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enough girls to have in placing positions. So, the women
are breaking new ground in
that there is finally enough
strong and dedicated women to make a team.
Over this past season, the
track team has came out
ahead and broken several

old records, starting with
the very first meet of the
season. This was no surprise
to Coach Stevens, who anticipated that several of the
students would break the
records.
The men placed

third at the Washington and
Lee invitational. :eoth the
men and women's teams
won their only home meet.
Many members of the teani
set personal records at the
Duke's Invitational as well.

Cole Corbitt focuses on the race,
when running the 400m sprint.

Julie Hensley wears one of her fruit
stickers on her head because she
said that it gave her good luck. Oh
yes, banana stickers work the best.

Cindi Owens starts off in the second lane.

In order to make it over the bar in
the pole vault, you must be a bit of
a "Daredevil."
In the long jump, Kevin Fee tries to
get as far as he can.
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Looking up to receive the ball Tammy Russell stays on the move.
Renee Luers stays in good spirit
even though she injured her hand
in one of the previous games.

First Row: Joan
Eberhard,
Marty
Dungey. Second Row:
Edith Scouten, Cindy
Katafiasz, Holly Jones,
Amy Rafalski, Aggie
Shipley, Whitney Jordan, Aurora Brown,
Tammy Russell, Sarah
Scott, Jaime Giuffre.
Third Row: Sydney
Fultz,
Nicole
-·szyriilCowski, Jen Tate,
Katie Wilson, ·Tara Engel, Renee Luers. ·
-,
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YOUNG, INEXPERIENCED, and TOUGH is the
perfect description of the
1995 Bridgewater Lacrosse
Team. The team can be classified as young because it
consisted of only two juniors and the rest were freshmen and sophomores. Juniors Joan Eber hard and
Marty Dungey provided the
team with leadership and
experience. Out of the 10
freshmen, five came in
without any experience, but
they had what it took to
make it in college lacrosse.
Of the other five experienced freshmen, Amy
Rafalski had the honor . of
being named one of ODAC's
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players of the week. She
was also the leading team
scorer and was talented in
all areas of the playing
fields. Sophomore Edith
Scouten provided the team
with great defensive ability
as the team goalkeeper.
Tammy Russell had the following to say, "BC's 1995
Lacrosse Team exemplifies
the textbook definition of
'team.' We play with intensity and desire. When our
heads aren't as high as they
should be, Coach Willi and
Coach Heishman know how
to make us mean again.
Those of us who had no previous experience have
learned a tremendous
amount and will strive to be
assets next season." Congratulations on a great season!

Amy Rafalski makes a successful attempt to stop the
opponent.

CHIP Off the
Old Block
Bridgewater's golf team
put forth a great amount of
effort this year. There were
two new members added to
the team. They were freshmen Wes Straub and Dave
Gately. Five of the team's
members had the privilege
of going to the State tournament. The five placed 11
out of 15.
The best player this year

Junior Charlie Meek chips a shot
into the hole.
I'

was Charlie Meek with an
average of 80. He has made
much improvement from
last year. His great ability
has been very profitable for
the team.
Next year the golf team
will return with more experience under their belts,
ready to sink a few more
holes in one.

.\\I
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The Bridgewater Golf
Team: Top Row: Coach
Neal, Josh Hardy, Tom
Swider, Daric Showman, Wes Straub. Bottom Row: L.J. Dalmata,
Charlie Meek. Not pictured: Dave Gately.

Daric Showman follows through on
his swing in the hopes of a hole in
one during a round of golf.
The Bridgewater golf representatives at the State competition were
Charlie Meek, L.J. Dalmata, Josh
Hardy, Coach Neal, Daric Showman, and Wes Straub.
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Angie Scott, Editor of the Talon ,
just remembers something that
slipped her mind.

(Far l_eft) January Crews signs up
during Orgc;trii ~ aUQns rii;&ht~ "which takes
place 'On W_edri.esday "-of the first
week of fall 'term.
.,
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I Move That.

The Student Senate's
main objective is to allocate
funds to several of BC's various clubs and organizations
and to govern different sets
of rules and constitutions in
the best interest of the student body.

PRESIDENT'S CABINET
The President's Cabinet
constitutes the executive
branch of the Student Government. Composed of the
chairpersons of CCPC, RHC,
SCRA, Senate, and the media representative, the Cabinet strives to adequately
monitor students' social
lives, dormitory lives,
means of communication,
spiritual lives, and their
form of governance.
Row 1: Kirk Moyers (Vice President
of the Student Body),Melvin Williams (President of the Student
Body).
Row 2: Charlie Cook (President of
RHC),Valerie Frech (President of
Program Council),Cindy Pearson
(President of SCRA),Georgia Cave
(President's Secretary),Chad Pullin
(Campus Media Representative).

HONOR COUNCIL
The Honor Council is the judicial branch of the Student
Government. Our Honor
Code serves as a practical
example of student selfgovernment. The basic
foundation of the Honor
Code reinforces the ethical
standards of each student. It
prohibits lying, cheating,
and stealing.
Row 1: Sandy Ingram,Julie Hensley,J am es Armentrout,Pamela
Damron,Phil Biles.
Row 2: Nathan Greiner,James
Klawon,Jason Nauman,Brian Flory.
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At Thanksgiving and
Christmas we alloted different amounts of money to the
church soup kitchen and to
several different needy
families that lived in the
community. We also help
other clubs like the Amnes-

• •

ty International chapter get
started by approving their
constitution and allotting
the start-up grant to get
them going. Several of the
day students asked if there
could be a special place that
they could go other than the

snack shop. The proposal
was made to turn the faculty
lounge into a day student
lounge, since it really was
not being used for anything,
so the motion was passed
and a day student lounge
created.

Kirk Moyers leads the Senate in
one of its meetings.

SENATE
The basic decision-making authority of the Student Body is
Student Senate. Senate represents opinions and ideas from
various parts of the campus to
the faculty and administration.
Senate is comprised of studentelected representatives. The
elected Vice President of the
Student Body presides as
Chairman of the Senate.

Row 1: Dr. Bill Miracle, Mike Faus,
Christy Valentine, Kirk Moyer,
Kimberlee Gibson, Gary Williams.
Row 2: Kevin Hazlett, Georgia
Cave, Shelby Norton, Aggie
Shipley, Kerry Estabrook, Kristi
Coffey.
Row 3: Doug Gwaltney, Marsha
Nowlin, Renee Luers, Adam Butler.
Row 4: Kevin Knott, Jason Nauman,
Greg Edwards, Steven Jones, Scott
Van Pelt.

--
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Members making up the German
court were Gary Williams, Sally
McNett, Becky Graham, and Detra
Funk. They said the best part of the
whole show to them was acting like
German barbarians while eating
supper; they threw food, silverware
- which they did not use - and
generally got to be really obnoxious.

Tqkingthe Stage
APpYis an Honor. S<?ciet:Y;,,, themselves. In order to end
intp <Which those involved ~,:~.he war, the English court
in the theater here at BG can (the Chorale) proposed a
be ·inducted. The'.y perfoJ"m contest in · which·there was
at j he Madrig~1(,.0i'tin~r c·otiiedy, tragedy, andJove.
alo.ng with the ):~horale J o These brief interpretations,
spread a little ,~fth~t,·Ghri~t .._. · were taken >from some of
mas joy andfSh~k~S,pe,are;s '':::$.~~kespeare . 's gr, eat~st
plays. Members of 'AP©. ~i- p~a#s~ : In the , end, the: t"\J\7Q.
vided in half, becoming 'thq . fadiC>b.$ >kissed arid m'aae '
German and French courts, up.;,, be~ah.isr .."neither side
that were fueding amongst . was better , t});ait' !l;i~." other.
'~ :;~·:..:-:~ ·,
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PINION PLAYERS
Pinion Players is designed to
serve all who are interested
in seeing and producing
quality theatre on campus.
Pinion Players produce two
major productions and an
evening of student directed
one-act plays each year, as
well as other special events.
Karolyn Broody, James Klawon,
Richard Atwood, Jonathan McCloud, Lawrence Logan, Brian Flory, Tim Layne, Tiffany Gaston,
Amy Dreibelbis, Tonya Ramsey,
Dawn Perry, James Perry, Hillary
Damon, Brenna Fawley, Scott Van
Pelt, Rebecca Graham, Ralph
MacPhail, Alice MacPhail, Sallie
McNett, James Perry, Alexander
MacPhail, Christine Myers, Heidi
Gardner, Gregory Layton, Gary
Williams, Kim Gibson, James Armentrout, Christy Van Horn, Detra
Funk, Melanie Johnson, Julie Hensley, Mike Stauffer, Jenny North.

ALPHA PSI OMEGA
The Alpha Psi Omega is a
national honorary theatre
fraternity. Membership is
based upon outstanding
work in one or more of the
many phases of theatrical
presentations.
Alice MacPhail, Ralph MacPhail,
Sallie McNett, James Perry, Dawn
Perry, Gary Williams, Kimberlee
Gibson, Greg Layton, Christy Van
Horn, Detra Funk, James Armentrout, Jim Klawon, Rebecca Graham, Bill Miracle.
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RESIDENT COUNSELORS
Resident Counselors are a
selected group of students
trained in basic listening
skills, referrals, crisis intervention, etc. As peer
facilitators, their primary
function is to provide assistance in the residence halls
to students who are facing
difficulty emotionally, academically, or socially.
Row 1: Tara Shifflett, Georgia
Cave.Carolyn Cassaday.Shannon Childress.Olivia Haas.Rebecca Kurtz .
Row
2:
Valerie
Frech,Amy
Spicer,Melvin Williams.Mike Stauffer,Sherry Shipp.Roberta Rinker,Ashley
Bair,Sandy Ingram.Jamie Eddy.

RESIDENT HALL
COUNCIL
RHC is committed to the improvement of resident hall
life. It is composed of the
president and vicepresident of each resident
hall. Officers work closely
with their resident director
in planning social and educational programs each
term. RHC also promotes a
positive and unifying atmosphere within each hall.
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Sherry Shipp, Roberta Rinker,
Charlie Cook, Jamie Wenger

Overall all the halls
. that participated were
. able .tq add a little life and
color their hall to make
them a little more ·like ··"

Over interterm the .Resident Hall Cound'il .l{RHC)
spqnsored a hf!Ii ,,Pa~~ing
cqntest. Each -haj.1 wa,~ to
come up with ' a/ desig:Q. for
their hall arid.- turn Ji in;
;fhey were .'th_~n furnished
with the paiI:~J in the;. cqlors
that.they ne.eded an~(~~~t~
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The new paint job up on Blue Ridge
Second, entitled "The Heart of Blue
Ridge."

At the Halloween Storytelling, the
members of SVEA entertained the
children in the community with
various activities.

SVEA
The Student Virginia Education A~sociation is an organization for students who
are planning to teach at the
elementary or secondary
levels. Activities include
mock interviews, art-in-theclassroom workshops, reading to children at the soup
kitchen and much more.
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Row 1: Jami Wenger, Committee
Chair;Sherry Shipp, President;Laura Sullivan, ViCe President;Hillary Damon, Treasurer.
Row 2: Valerie Frech,Sherry
Carr.Barbara Eye.Tripp DiNicola,Heather Noon,Amy Dreibelbis.
Row 3: Stephanie Powell,Kerry
Hudgins,Jen
Tate,Chrissy
Corder,Tonya Ramsey,Tammy
Layne,Amanda Curry.

The Student Virginia Education Association (SVEA) has
had a successful year. Our activities have been exciting and
rewarding. Here are some of
the things we have been doing
this year...
As a fundraiser we served a
meal to the Bridgewater
Ruritan Club at Turner Ashby
High. We enjoyed serving and
eating all the delicious leftovers.
In October we had a Hallo-

A Good Lesson

ween Storytelling. Mrs. Davene
Wolfe and Detra Funk were
special guest readers. A large
turnout of children from the
community made the event a
success, and the storytellers
captured their imagination
with many tales of the night.

In April, former undercover
detective Tony Stovall came to
speak about the anti-drug issue, a presentation well worth
hearing.
Our Food Pantry
reading has been running
smoothly all year. Coordinator
Jami Wenger has done an ex-

cellent job keeping it going, and
many thanks to all the members and officers for a great
year
Sherry Ship, President

MU EPSILON MU
Mu Epsilon Mu is open to all
persons who are interested
in home economics. The
club meets twice a month to
discuss varied programs,
which are designed to encourage in the members an
awareness of professional
and personal aspects of
home economics.
Jenny Thornton, Jami Wenger, Dianna Braun, Kay Brown, Renee Luers

MENC
The Music Educators National Conference is dedicated to the professional life
of future music teachers.
The BC chapter is advised
by a member of the music
faculty. Its purpose is to
meet for professional discussion and study, and to
coordinate and sponsor
events that are of particular
interest to music students.
Jody Cox,Matthew Brady,Frances
Guess.Christine Myers.Shannon
Childress,Amy Valentine

-
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Melanie Johnson, the layout editor
for the Talon, works on getting
everything just right.

Bu;iildiT;rg Anew

As Staci~ Hutchens so
well put, 1t in her first editorial as the assistant editor, we are "playingmusical chairs" in the 'F.alon
offke. Although martIY;t\staff
changes have oc;:;curre.4 :.t.h is
year, the newspapei~- ~taff
has continued.'t9/ prodt1ce a
paper for ne-ady an ·~: of· its
deadlines.
J

T,'? ,.

ciated. Everyone has improved their work.
Since many of the memhers of the staff will be here
Iaieut departrrt~hJs.',·-~he ··:tf4e'<talon has rriad€? sig- next year, the improvewdmen who d,~:(;E:tle·~layqµt . niffoa_rit' prqgress ..t his y'ear, ments made will continue
on the wee~_g:I14-s:.'.f;gi~~ ug ;ii'' .especially ci>~_$idering. ·the . 'lliroµg_h out the coming year.
many hoursst of 'f(~~~ ,·.,ti~e '·~~1~~~!?ber of ·"i_~e'Xp~~l~.,1!:~0,d" Angi8- Scott, Editor-in-Chiei
with friend~ ' just te " ~ihJn s't~,r~~'::members' ·thaf;statted . · .•.· ..
front of a /:comput~r Jiiiq;····:thi~:-¥~~~·~ The eff~rts ·of· an~·:_··:':~.;:~;-:
make sure .'everything ''fiJs :r;ne1116el:s::'. ar~ _ greatly appre,.

-;_~\
'-,
' .''':-:,":.\< . <-~;_
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: Ma!l,~(students do not r~'::\·. and i~ Jined up correctly.

aLize.i~tb'.e long hours· tli,at go '\;Jhe.:job ca:o. be fun, but exintoi Working on ~taff, e~pe- ir~IIle'ly stressfµl at 2:00 a.m.
dally in the eq{torfal ~nd bn' a~\Sund9.y night.

, -··- ,

.

.-. .,.. ;\1\:;:;~~d;l.,;;r,~:i': ',,, ',..

THE TALON
The Talon is the college
newspaper, written, edited,
and published by the students. Aims of The Talon
are to publicize all noteworthy campus events, to present campus news and opinions, and to give training in
practical journalism to its
staff. The Talon is a member
of the American Scholastic
Press Association.

Row 1: Matthew Weaver.Angie
Scott,Stephanie Switzer,Missy
Leib,Nora Hadlay,Stacie Hutchens,Daryl Weade.
Row 2: Melanie Johnson,Julie Hensley ,Dr. Stan Galloway,J enny
North.Douglas Fischer,Art Bai.

WGMB 640AM
WGMB is operated by students and provides participants with the opportunity
to become involved in the
field of broadcasting. It also
allows the students to share
their broadcasting and programming talents with the
Bridgewater Campus.
Row 1: Ana Zabala,Kimie
Nitanai,Koyuki Oshima,Art
Bai.Jamie
Wilson,Kirk
Moyers,Hillary Damon,Rebecca
Kurtz.Heather Noon.Karolyn
Broody,Dwaine Mayo.
Row 2: Saurabh Seth,Sallie
McNett,David Fike,Isis Diaz,Aga
Kaveresk,J eremy Koster, Tim
Layne,Dave Hutson,Toga Mclntosh,John Lyon, Todd Butler.

FORENSICS
The Forensics Union promotes debate and speech
competition with other colleges and universities. Active members are expected
to attend three tournaments
a year and attend practice
sessions.

Renee Luers gives a few prospective students and their families a
look at one of the guys' dorm rooms
on one of the visitation days.
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Row 1: Tammy Layne, Dr. Jeff Pierson, Krista Kerns, Brenna Fawley,
Jenny North.
Row 2: Melvin Williams, Tim
Layne, Julie Hensley, Jason Gillespie.

STUDENT AMBASSADORS
Started in the fall of 1992,
the Student Ambassador
Association is dedicated to
serving BC students - past,
present, and future. Members send personal letters to
prospective students from
their local areas or high
schools. The club also organizes on-campus pride
projects.
Row 1: Sherry Carr, Amanda Bennett,
Rachelle Shenk, Heather Wiskeman,
Holly Seay, Amy Landis.
Row 2: Sherrie Critzer, Karolym Broody,
Hillary Damon, Chris Clark advisor,
Melvin Williams.
Row 3: Kimberlee Gibson, Jennifer
Glasscock, Anita Hall, Kim Merrick,
Greg Edwards, Jason Nauman, David
Robinson.
Row 4: Stephanie Hedrick, Tara A.
Huffman, Carmen Price.
Row 5: Emily Shonk, Jonathan McCloud,
Renee Luers, Stephanie Bernas, Shannon Childress, Krista Kerns, Dawn Hunter, Roberta Rinker, Jamie Wilson, Nora
Hadley, Stacie Hutchens.

DEBATE
Debate is a series of speeches
and questioning periods which
occur in a specific sequence.
All speeches must be reasonable and persuasive, dealing
with the specific topic which
has been chosen for the year
by the National Debate Association.
Row 1: Dr. Jeff Pierson
Row 2: Tim Layne, Dave Hutson, Jason
Gillespie.
Row 3: Cindy Katafiasz, Karolyn
Broody, Shelby Norton, Toga Mcintosh, Rebecca Kurt, Greg Chester, Kim
Gifford.

On any given Saturday at

9:30 a.m. the BC campus is

pretty deserted while students are catching up on lost
sleep. A few are usually
awake, though, showing
perspective students and
their families the ins and
outs of Bridgewater College.
They weave their way
through the gym catching
football players in their
shorts before the home

The Outside Link

game and stop to eavesdrop
on a pianist in Memorial
Hall. They share the inside
information that the third
seat from the aisle in Cole
Hall is the largest and that,
yes, freshmen can have cars

on campus. The Student
Ambassadors answer to
more than a request for a
tour; they also call perspective students to share their
college experience and answer any questions that

might arise, and they serve
at college functions such as
President Stone's Inauguration. These dedicated students serve in a vital capacity for the college.

-

-·
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BAPTIST STUDENT
UNION
BSU is open to all students
and meets weekly for Bible
study, prayer, singing, and
devotions. BSU conducts
various mission projects, including work at nursing
homes, rehabilitation
centers, and churches in the
community. Other activities
include retreats, fundraisers, and various social activities.
First Row: Sandy Ingram, Mike Stauffer,
Jamie Eddy, Kelly Honeycutt, Kim Gifford, Laura Stepp, Krista Kerns.
Second Row: Stephanie Bernas, Amy
Wilson, Cami Aleshevich, Lauri Wiles,
Dawn Hunter, Amy Valentine, Kim
Dodrill, Kim Merrick, Wendy Brooks.
Third Row: Heidi Collins, Rebecca
Burdett, Tara Huffman, Renee Falls,
John Cary, Carmen Price.
Fourth Row; Rock Martin, Mellisa Williams, Chris Caldwell, Donald Burton,
Livonia Fint, Tim Layne, Anita Hall,
Shannon Childress, Carolyn Anderson,
Missy Geib.

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
BCIC is a social organization for
both foreign and American students. It provides moral support for foreign students and a
social ground where they can
freely meet with other students. The club also provides
American students with the opportunity to increase their social awareness as they learn
from foreign students.
Row 1: Sallie McNett,Michelle Brown.Steve
Gilbert.Mike Stauffer,Elisangela Chrispim,Floriane Pampiglione,Ana Zabala,Kimie
Nitanai
Row 2: Koyuki Oshima.Christy Van
Horn.Zheng Yu Yang , Saurabh Seth
(President),Art Bai (Public Relations),Jamie
Wilson (Special Events Coordinator),Isis
Diaz,Jinjie Wang.
Row 3: Janice Gibbel,Todd Butler,Toga Mclntosh,Iliana Ilieva,Dave Hutson (Vice President),Aga Karczewska,David Fike,Ryusuke
Hasegawa.

Not the Sarne

BSF began the year in
style with a banana-split
party on the patio of the
KCC and life has not been
the same since! Weekly
meetings in the KCC lounge
of Moomaw Hall have featured programs led by such
176 Organizations
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persons as Marjory Zoet
Bankson, Robert McFadden,
Judy Mills Reimer, Judy
Shuey and Phil Stone. Early
in December members met
in the Bridgewater Church
of the Brethren for a LockIn. The favorite games of the

evening were "Twister" and
"Sardines" (the best place to
hide was determined to be
the closets in the choir
room!). Halloween brought
members traipsing through
the dorms collecting loose
change for UNICEF, and

Valentine's Day uncovered
baking talents that emerged
in the form of chocolate chip
cookies for residents of the
Bridgewater Home. In
March a group of students
traveled to the New Windsor Service Center for a service retreat and plans began
to plant flowers in front of
the library as a part of the
Campus Beautification Project. The year was a productive and enlightening one!

BRETHREN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
\BSF meets once a week and is open to all students who
would like to participate. The purpose of the organization is
to provide an opportunity for Christian fellowship and
growth. Their activities include weekly Bible studies, retreats, recreation, prayer partners, service projects, and
other fellowship events.
J

Row 1: Michelle Brown,Harvey,Roberta Rinker,Detra Funk.
Row 2: Jan W,Emily Shonk,Ginger Gates,Rachelle Shenk.
Row 3: Kay Bown,Phil Biles,Jodi Sites,Janice Gibbel.

BSF members Jodi Sites, Beth Van Order, Janice Gibbel, Shalom Black,
Michelle Brown, Brian Messler and
Emily Shonk "March to the Beat
a
Different Drum" by building a house
and showing their dedication to service to others.

of
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The SCRA-sponsored
CROP walk helps out not
only in the community but
worldwide. SCRA raised
well over $6,000 dollars
with one fourth of that going
toward the Bridgewater inOMICRON DELTA KAPPA
ODK is a national leadership
honor society which promotes leadership and recognizes individuals with a
high standard of leadership.
A member must display exemplary character, scholarship, service and leadership
in campus life, good citizenship within the community,
and dedication to democratic ideals.
Carolyn Anderson,Heather
Haldeman,Sandy lngram,Melvin
Williams,Kimberlee Gibson,Kirk
Moyers, Valerie Frech,Lynette
Ginder,Cindy Pearson,Dr. Bill Miracle.

SCRA
Student Council on Religious Activities encourages
unity of the religious fellowship groups on campus.
SCRA-sponsored activities
include chapels, retreats,
coffee
houses,
and
study/action programs on
issues such as hunger, peace
and environment.
First row: Tracy Eble, Tara
Huffman, and Holly Abernathy.
Second row: Kerry Estabrook and
Kim Gifford.
Third row: Cindy Pearson, Tori
Garber, Dawn Hunter, and Rachele
Shenk.
Fourth row: Brian Messler, Rebecca Burdett, and Lynette Ginder.
Fifth row: Robbie Miller, and Jason
Nauman.
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Crop

terchurch food pantry. Besides setting up canisters
and having a fund-raising
concert, SCRA also had a
CROP walk and a Dinner.
For the CROP walk over
150 people signed up and got

pledges. Not only were
these BC students but also
those from the community.
For the dinner, students
agreed to give up their dinners, and people from the
town came in and pur-

chased a dinner with the
money going toward CROP.
Almost every restaurant in
the community agreed to let
the students come out and
eat for a discount. Overall
the CROP effort allowed a
lot of needy people to have
little more to keep them going. The campus and community really pulled together for a good cause.

Roberta Rinker signs up for the
Crop walk, wich is coordinted by
SCRA and raises thousands of dollars.

PHYSICS CLUB
Membership is open to any
student who is interested in
the physical sciences.
Monthly meetings feature
field trips, speakers, films,
and other programs designed to foster an interest
and understanding of the
physical sciences.

First Row: Elsie Beam, Tony
Cofield, Tammy Floyd.
Second Row: Dr. Dale Ulrich, Greg
Edwards, Steve Myers, Jason Gillespie, Dr. Richard Bowman.

-
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RD Joey Stanley and James Klowan
did the famous "Who's on first
skit?'' at one of the CPCC organized
variety shows.

PROGRAM COUNCIL
The Campus Center Program Ce.nter involves programming various social,
cultural, and recreational
activities for the campus
community. Activities include movies, dances, special events (Homecoming,
Madrigals and May Day), variety shows and much more.
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Row 1: Rebecca Graham, Carolyn
Cassaday, Myra Huffman, Valerie
Frech, Tara Shifflett.
Row 2: Dianna Braun, Marsha
Nowlin, Dr. Bill Miracle, Amy
Spicer, Jenny Stinnett, Adam Butler,Blaine Simmers.

The Campus Center Program
Council plans events throughout the year for the student
body. There are really two
weeks through the academic
year that they devote a lot of
attention and time towards Homecoming and May Day
Week.
For Homecoming the organized several events like the
showing of "Jurassic Park," the
variety show, Float night, oldtime photos, the homecomming

Getting Off the Ground
parade, the coronation during
the game's halftime, and the
Homecoming dance. For May
Day they changed everything
around somewhat. They kicked
off the week with the formal
dance, having the variety show
on Wednesday night and really

concentrating events on Saturday. In the morning was a carnival out on the mall where
several different games and attractions were set up. To end
the week was a video dance
party where the King and
Queen were crowned about

midway through.
Overall Program Council
worked hard to make sure that
everything went smoothly and
that the student body always
had something to do.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
CLUB
The Foreign Language Club
is composed of students
who take a special interest
in foreign languages and
cultures. The club attempts
to enrich students' minds
with understandings of other cultures.
Row
1:
Dwaine
Mayo
(Secretary), Tripp DiNicola
(President),Alison Yowell(Vice
President).
Row 2: Carolyn Anderson,Shannon
Childress,Amy Valentine,Amy
Dreibelbis,Cheryl Schwartz.
Row 3: Heather Noon,Karolyn
Broody.John Cary, Tammy Layne.

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Phi Beta Lambda's purpose
is to encourage an interest
in business and to aid with
career planning and preparation. Monthly meetings
and special activities feature speakers, films, and
lectures on topics concerning club members and the
student body at large.
Row 1: Amy Guills,Myra
Huffman, Teri Friend,Holly
Seay,Angie Kelton.
Row 2: Dale Foster,Rebecca
Phelps,Chris Campbell,Heather
McClure,Meghan McClure,C.J.
Childers.
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Senior Class
Pat Kelly, President , -, . ,
Georgia Cave, Vice President

-FJown in It

Each of the class presidents and vice-presidents
had the responsibility to roll
,up their sl,e'eves and get
down into it. They were in
charge of 'trying to get together a fi_oat for the Homecoming/ Parade. This was
usually done by holding a
meeth1g brainstorming on
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what in the world to do for
the theme, "Marching to the
Beat of a Different Drum."
They were also responsible for having a few fundraisers to raise money for a
senior gift. The senior class
held a slave auction, in
which they sold the services
of volunteers, and raised

$215. Towards the end of

the year they also sold BC tshirts to raise even more
money.
The class presidents were
known by just about everybody in the class and
seemed to do a pretty good
job of keeping in touch with
them.

Junior Class President: Kim Gifford
Junior Class Vice-President: Marsha Nowlin

Sophomore Class President: Steven
Jones
Sophomore Class Vice-President:
Shelby Norton

Freshman Class President: Amanda
Rogers
Freshman Class Vice-President:
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David Mathias reads over his mail
in the mailroom lobby.

Rinker enjoys a cup of
spag1;Jtti outside on the Heritage patio. '

,, Ro~erta

-
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Dillon Third Middle
First Row: Scarlett Carter, Jeanette Hensley, Jennifer Mattice,Carmen Price Abigail Hamman Stephanie Bernas
Laura Stepp
'
'
'
Second Row: Tammy Russell, Sara Ferguson, Pamela Damron, Lori Matheny, Wendy Brooks Anita Hall Michelle
'
'
}arrett, Renee Falls, Tara A. Huffman
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Wood, Peggy ........... 31
Wooddy,S.......... . . 139
Woolheater, Erica ....... 86
Wright, Danny . . . . 102, 139

Yowell, Alison Lynn .

54, 59,
73, 181
Yullie,Jackie .......... 145

Zimmerman, Cara . . . . . . . 86
Zolotova, Anastasia . . . . . 102

Zabala, Ana ... 156, 173, 176

Yang, Allen . . . . . . . . 18, 176
Yohe, Angie . . . . . . 150, 158
Young, C. . . . . . . . . . . . . 139
Young, Janis A. . . . . . . . . . 73
Young, Jennifer .... 150, 151

Wakemen F Section
First Row: Shonda Lucas, Aurora Brown, Allison S. Cross, Kim
Heatwole
Second Row: Sarah Brown, Stehanie Sollars, Courtney Wieczynski

P.O . Bolll 218 .
MT. CRAWF'ORD, VIRGINIA 22841
Phone (703) 434-7328
1-800-879-6455
FAX 703-434-1254

Blue Ridge Second
First Row: Sherry Ship, Collette Stumpf, Jackie Gay, Shelly Gordon
Second Row: Candice Brooks, Geor_8ia Cave, Kerry Hudgins
Third Row: Jami Wenger, Melanie Johnson, Jenn Tate
Fourth Row: Lara Warcholak, Angie Anderson, Stephanie Richards
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Best All-Around:
Dale Foster and Kim Gibson

(Below) Can't Handle 8:00:
Pat Wells and Chris Corson
(not pictured)

Friendliest:
Dale Foster and Heathe
Haldeman
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Most Talented:
Dan Rush and Kim Gibson

Most Dependable:
Kirk Moyers and Georgia Cave

Homework in 5 Minutes:
Mike Faus (not pictured) and Candy Brooks
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Most School Spirit:
Pat Kelly and Christy Valentine

I

Class Clowns:
Greg Fleshman, Pat Wells, and Brenda Miller

arty Animals:
reg Fleshman, Megan Byrd and Pat Kelly

~ost Inellectual:
lance Kenney and Tessie Hutchison

,f ost Stylish:
;ary Williams and Taryn
Hda

Biggest Flirts:
Gary Williams and Amanda Curry

Best Looking:
Ron Barkman and Christy Valentine

Most Outgoing:
Pat Kelly and Georgia Cav<1

Most ' Lik~ly to',Succeed:
Mel~ln Williams and Val
Frech:;

Never on Time:
Jake Minter and Jenny Clay

Most Athletic:
Dan Rush and Christie Osborne

Bridgewater IGA. Inc.
519 N. Main St.
Bridgewater, VA 22812

UPI

OFFICE
PRODUCTS
INC.

DON'T PAY FULL PRICE!
Qy.ality used & surp[us
OFFICE FURNITURE

Ralph Eagle, Owner

at a fraction wftat you wouU pay for new.

4011 S. Main St.

Harrisonburg

Phone (504) 828-3010

434-8958

SHOMO & LINEWEAVER
INSURANCE:
AUTOMOBILE
HOMEOWNERS
BUSINESS INSURANCE
GROUP INSURANCE
LIFE INSURANCE
MOTORCYCLES
FINANOAL SERVICES

WE'RE 1HE
ANSWER
328 SOU1H MAIN ST.
HARRISONBURG, VA
22801
(504) 434-1301
FAX (505) 434-1715

Betty Kuykendall
·~1 ·

VALLEY LANES
3106 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

434-8721

412 Main St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(504) 434-4464

SHENANDOAH PAINT AND WALLPAPER
"THE PROBLEM SOLVING PEOPLE"
PAINTS/STAINSNARNISHES
PAINTING ACCESSORIES
CUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENT I WALLPAPER I WALLPAPER I CARPET & VINYLS
SALEM CARPETS

~~~@1

rr~'
INl>llS'IUIJll.
~Ust~'~ MAINTENANCE COATINGS
434-5457

50 CARLTON ST HARRISONBURG
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At lfS
' ' '
If 1n1a•••

We take the customer's
point of view.
What makes your banking
EASIER? QUICKER?
MORE CONVENIENT?

· friend\i Service...

Great service is the first step. We
believe every customer deserves
simply the very best service we can give.

l'·li'Rill·•lf!faQD•

Convenience counts. That's
why our branches have
~
Saturday hours. And it s why our
customers have access to their accounts 24 hours a day,
here in Bridgewater and around the world, through the
Most®and Plus® ATM networks.
1

l

m1w1;m111a;•
.

customer~

Give
what
~}1%'1
A
they want, all m one
place. So, whether it's a loan or credit
line, checking or savings account, investment program or
insurance plan, you can find it at your neighborhood
branch.
For banking service that puts you first
come to ~· first Virginia today.

828·2571
@.
LENDER

(i)

FIRST
VIRGINIA
BANK.
Shenandoah Valley
The Sign of Sofety,
Convenience and Service

First Virginia ond

@ ore registered with the U.S. Pot.Off.

Member FDIC
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Elegant Portraits

Early Photography
207 Old South High Street, Harrisonburg, VA
196

Public Utilities • Excavating
Repair and New Installation

CENTRAL CONSTRUCTION CO.
P.O.Box141
Bridgewater, VA 22812

Pete Cash
Owner

(703) 828-2746

RIDDLEBERGER BROS. INC.
CONTRACTING

ENGINEERING
50 Years of Service

RT. 17 North - P.O. Box 27
Mt. Cra,vford, Virginia 22841
Telephone (504) 434-1731
Fax (504) 432-1691
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Ripples 1995

With everything that is new and exciting at Bridgewater, the College is
Breaking New Ground.
Starting off the year, the
staff and I were discussing
all of the new changes and
additions that have been
made here at Bridgewater
Colege. With new visitation
hours, new plumbing, fiber
optics, the week of May
Fest, and, certainly, we
could not forget our new
President, BC seems to be
evolving into something
new and exciting. I have
been here for four years and
this year more so than any
other, I am eager to see what

·-
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else is going to change and
make college life more interesting. I really hate to go
and miss everything. President Stone has done wonders for college morale by
participating in campus
events with the students
and seeming always to be
there to cheer us on or to
help us out. Thanks, President Stone.
I would also like to thank
the Ripples Staff for working
so hard and keeping up with
their deadlines. I must ad-

mit that this year went a lot
smoother on me because I
did not worry as. much
about everybody getting
their stories in; I had confidence that everything
would get done, and it did. I
would also like to specially
thank Rebecca Graham for
being a great Assistant Editor and for being such a big
help.
I hope that in some way
this yearbook reaches out to
everyone every time they
open it up. I want you to

think back and remember
the good times you had
here. We tried to cover all
the events of the school year
and tried not to miss anything. In fifteen years when
you get the urge to look up
something about this year,
you can tell your children
about all of the exciting
things that went on in 199495, how it was a year of
"Breaking New Ground."
Gary Williams

Detra Funk, Renee Falls, Michelle Jarrett, Lori Matheney, Gary Williams
(Editor-in-Chief), Pamela Damron, Jackie Riley, Jennie Warehime, and
Rebecca Graham (Assitant Editor).

Sherry Shipp took some time off
one afternoon to go outside and
soak up some rays.

Well, with everything that
has changed throughout the
year, we have had the opportunity to appreciate all
the improvements at good
old BC. We have dug up the
campus, seen quite a few
new changes, and even according to the Senior Class
T-shirts "got Stoned in
1995." It certainly was a
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The End!

year for "Breaking New
Ground."
We here on the Ripples
staff hope all of the returning students have had a
great summer and will continue to have some more
wonderful times here at BC!
For those who have graduated, have a great life!

After the Homecoming Coronation,
Jill Crickenberger, Ashley Bair, and
Kim Gibson talk with each other
before watching the rest of the
game.

Jeremy Mills and Cheri Fines walk
across campus with each other.

(Above) Just hanging out, Jim
Klowan and Tim Whimple kick
back and relax.

